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Three Murray
State professm
named Fellows
as part of grant

Local
charities
may share
01000

Each to receive a
stipend to develop,
rewori< courses

Beshear announces
funding Wednesday
of VCA grants

By B08 McGAUGHEY
MSU PubIrc Relations
Three professors in the
Murray State University college
ot business have been named
BB&T Fellows — Dr. Michael
Bokeno, organizational communication;
Dr.
Martin
Milkman, economics; and Dr.
Allen White, journalism and
mass communications.
Each receives a stipend to
develop a new course or rework
an existing course that stresses
"free enterprise and capitalism," said college dean Dr. Tim
Todd.
T'he college received the one
million dollar grant from the
BB&T Foundation in April as
one of the three business col
ieges in Kentucky selected. The
other two were the University
of L,oursville and Western
Kentucky State University.
"Several people on campus
worked to get the grant and
Rep. Tommy Thompson of
Owensboro was a tremendous
help. A major BB&T stcx:kholder arid a member of the board,
he supported our gnuit request,"
said Todd.
Regionally, Shawn Reynolds
of the BB&T Bank in
Hopkinsville and Heidi Schultz,
Murray market president, also
assisted in gaining the grant.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
erry m an House and
possibly other local
charitable organizations
sould get a share of almost
S800.000 in federal stimulus
funding allocated by Frankfort
Steve
Gov.
Beshear
Wednesday announced the
award of 15 federal Victims of
Crime Act grants funded by the
American
Recovery
arid
Reinvesnnent Act of 2009. The
$778,090 in stimulus funds will
be used to support new and continuing victims' services programs,
including
Court
Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA), domestic violence
shelters, children's advocacy'
centers and rape crisis centers.
"Recipients of these vital
services represent some of the
Commonwealth's most vulnerable citizens - vicums of violent
crime - who rely on these
organizations to help them navigate the criminal jusUce system
and begin the healing process,"
Beshear said. -These funds will
enable the recognized programs
to hire new employees, provide
services. and purchase vital

•See Page 2A
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Christmas Showdown

Santa Claus, played by Cameron Perry, consutts with the Candy Cane Kid, played by Will Lovins, to help save Chnstmas
from Bubble Gum Ban, who threatened to cover the town in bubble gum if they decorated for Christmas. "Chnstmas at
the O.K. Corral" was performed by P4 students at Murray Elementary School this morning as part of the school's
Christmas program.

MCCH Board reviews nearing
completion of new expansion
By HYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
he
Murray -Calloway
County
Hospital Board of Trustees met at
Spring
Creek
Healthcare
Wednesday for the last scheduled meeting
in 2009.
As the meeting began, a moment of
silence was held for former board member
Don Henry, who died this week.
Construction on the hospital's expansion
project is nearing completion, according
to Steve Gamblin. construction manager.
The building is set to open in January
2010 in conjunction with MCCH's centennial celebration.
Lisa Ray, vice president of patient care
services, gave a report on the recent
Quality Council meeting. She said two
former MCCH patients came and spoke

T

on a positive experience they had at
Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville. Ray said
they compared the expenence to their time
at MCCH and the concerns had been
relayed to the appropriate departments for
action planning. Ray also updated board
members on certain statistics provided by
the Da.shboard through quality monitor.
ing.
Brad Bloemer, vice president of financial services, was not present to give the
financial report but the hospital's goals for
2010 were approved. The goals had been
read in draft form at previous meetings.
A semi-annual meeting of MurrayCalloway County Emerg,ency Medical
Service was held during the meeting, led
by Mark Steadham, vice president of support services, and Jerry Gorrell. director of
Ambulance Sersices at MCCH. Gorrell

provided statistics on the ambulance service compared to 2008. The total number of
ambulance runs, whether billable or not,
were 1,887, up by 86 from 2008_ Out of
those, 1,451 were billable for a total of
$829,424.48 in charges and 14,539.75
hours of labor. Labor hours were up from
2008 after an approved addition of a night
shift to help cover out of county transfers.
Gorrell said the average response time is
6.82 minutes and 75.27 percent of all calls
were less thari nine minutes. Responding
to a call in under nine minutes is a benchmark goal for emergency services, he said.
Gorrell also showed the board a sample of
a satisfaction survey he created that is sent
out to people who have received service.
Overall, patient satisfaction with the

See Page 2A

Balk Forecast
Bea ?spectated Press
Thursday...Cloudy in the
moming then becoming partty
sunny. Highs in the lower 40s.
Northwest winds around 10
mph.
Thursday
night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
Northwest winds around 5 mph.
Frklay...Partly sunny. Highs
in the upper 30s. Northwest
winds around 5 mph.
Friday night...Mosty cloudy.
A chance of flurries atter midnight. Lows in the mid 20s.
North winds around 5 mph.
Saturday Tartly sunny in
tne morning then cieanng. A
chance of flurries.
I WANT A PONY A LIFE-SIZED
DOLLHOUSE A DO6 THAT
PAYS ATTF_NTION
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MESS holds
Day of Action
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
The Murray Environmental
Student Society (MESS) was
one of several university environmental groups across the
state to participate in a "day of
action" Monday to spread
awareness of and discuss alternative energy sources and sustainability.
Sarah Kelty. MESS vice president, said the event was called
"Kentucky Students Power Past
Coal" and other participating
universities
included
the
University
of
Kentucky,
Western and Eastem Kentucky
universities,
Transylvania
University and Berea College
The
Kentucky
Student
Environmental Coalition organized the statewide event, the
purpose of which Kelty said
was to promote a unified message that Kentucky. students
want a clean energy future that
shifts toward more renewable
re.Feurces.
MESS member Miranda
Brown said the event was promoted with large banners
around the Cums Center and
involved informing students
about where their energy comes
from and possible alternatives
for the future One of the issues

O See Page 2A
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Project ...

Two female juveniles confess
to recent parit vandalism

From Front
dissussed was the Tennessee Valley. Authority's Green
Power Switeh Program. v. hieh insolves hku-nessing wind
and solar power and adding the generated electncity to
the TVA's already existing power mix_ Murray Electric
System gets its electricity from TVA.
Brow'n said that as part of the project. MESS members
met with MSC Chief of Staff Josh Jacobs prior to
Thanksgiving to discuss w.hat the university is currently
doing to become more sustainable and what it might do
in the future. One of the issues they discussed was the
possibility of instituting A small "green fee" for students
that could be used by thr university to work on more sustainability projects.
Jacobs said the idea of the fees was something that
MESS came up with and that although it hadn't been
debated in the administration yet, it is an idea that will be
taken under advisement AS the university. works on crafting next year's budget. Jacobs said that cleaner energy is
an issue MSU is always cognizant of and that MESS has
done a great job of highlighting their concerns on campus and elsewhere. which has included pushing for
recyc I ing programs.
Students were also handed surveys asking questions
about their views on energy issues, including whether
they' would be willing to pay the fee. Brown said MESS
has been going to different cla.sses and handing out the
surveys around campus for a while. Although the final
results haven't been tallied yet, she said the willingness
to pay the added fee was high among respondents.

Staff Report
The
Murray
Pol ice
Department reported this morning that two female juveniles
have confessed to damaging the
old, one-room schoolhouse in in
Central Park.
MPD Sgt. Tracy Guge said
that Det. Kendra Smith spoke
with the two girls and their parents on Tuesday about the vandalism to the Waters School
House on Sunday, Nov. 22. The
building's windows were broken and there was also damage

Pentagon e-mails suggest
distrust over ally Canada
HAWKINS TEAGDEftedger & Times
CHRISTMAS CANTATA: Adults and children sing together
at a
Wednesday rehearsal for the First Baptist Church's program,
"A
Christmas Celebration," which will be performed in the sanctuar
y at 6
p.m. Sunday.

MCCH Board ...
From Front
ambulance service is ranked
4.575 out of 5. He was asked
what segment of the survey is
marked down the tnost and said
it was the ambulance personnel's ability to reduce patient's
anxiety.
.A_ rneeting of the Murray
Calloway County Endowment
for Healthcare was held briefly.
but tabled until the February'
meeting due to the a.bsence of
Keith Travis, vice president of
physician
development.
Financial reports for the endowment are given quarterly which

is why the meeting was not
moved to January.
The board added an executive
session to discuss potential litigation at the end of the meeting.
It was noted that Gamblin was
asked to rerr.ain.
In other business. the board:
• approved three resolutions to
changes proposed by John
Wilson in the personnel committee report.
• heard and approved a medical staff report by board member Rob Williams,
• heard a leadership report by
hospital CEO Keith Bailey,.

For Best Results Place Your Ad
With Us / Call 753-1916

Medical Arts
Pharmacy
will be offering

H1N1 VACCINES
Friday, Dec. 4th
at 1:30 p.m.
While supplies last.
Shotsvili be first come first serve.Conveniently located in the Medical Arts Building
M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m., 50.9 e.m.-1 p.m.• 753-2011

III Local charities ...
From Front
equipment and supplies that
would otherwise be impossible
in the present economic situation"
United Way ot MurrayCalloway. County said the
agency has not been noufied
about receiving any of the
funds.
"We haven't heard anything
about it, but that doesn't mean
some of our agencies haven't
gone after some of that money,"
Aaron Dail, director of resource
development.
Bonnie Adams, of Merryman
House Domestic Crisis Center.
said the agency is in line to benefit.
"Our local office there is getting a portion of the funding that
you see allocated for the
Merryman House," Adams said.
"It's wonderful news for us and
we are very, very excited.
As badly as more funding is
neeet,
-.41. CASA of Calloway and
Marshall Counties, Inc. is not
slated to receive any dollars
from the allocation. Director
Karen Darnell said Wednesday
that the funds are targeted for
CASA prognutis that have historically been part of the grant.
"No new CASA programs
have been awarded this particular funding within the past six
years," Darnel! said."As critical
as cur role is in serving as 'voic-

es' in the court for abused and
neglected children, Kentucky is
one of the six states that does
not fund the CAS,A programs.
Our CASA program relies solely on grants and local community support. With the growing
financial needs due to our economy and the limited available
funds, the grants are becoming
more difficult to obtain."
Beshear said the Justice and
Public Safety Cabinet will
administer the awards to state
and local govemment and notfor-profit
agencies
from
throughout the Coinmonwealth.
The one-time funds represent
portion of the state's public
safety stimulus dollars and are
part of the "Kentucky at Work"
initiative announced by Beshear
in 17-'ebruary. The Justice and
Public Safety Cabinet estimates
tttat 21 jobs will be created or
preserved with the allocation.
The largest category of both
applications and awards was
programs addressing child
abuse, with $260,778 or 34 percent of the total funding available. Ttte allocations are based
on various factors, including
score, geographic and programmatic distribution and Cabinet
policy priorities such as underserved victims' groups. Award
periods aie generally for one
year, and are subject to intensive
reporting requirements. according to the release.

Report Vendors selling less tobacco to minors
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A state survey shows that
Kentucky vendors are complying in record numbers with a
state law barring tobacco sales
to minors.
The Kentucky Cabinet tor
Health and Family Services'
says %.5 percent of retailers are
complying with the law prohibiting tobacco sales to anyone

under the age of 18.'The survey.
conducted by the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control
over the summer, was aimed at
measuring the rate of illegal
sales.
The
report
says that
Kentucky's compliance rate has
risen from 80 percent in 1999 to
%.5 percent this year.

Dr TED MOMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-- How much does the L'.S. govemment
ly trust Canada9 Maybe less than you think.
Espionage warnings from the Defense Department caused kut inter
national sensation a few years ago over reports of mysterious coins
with radio frequency transmitters, until they were debunked. The cul
prit turned out to be a commemorative quarter in Canada.
But at the height of the mystery, senior Pentagon officials speculat
ed whether Canadians were involved in the spy caper.
"I don't think it is an issue of the Canadians being the bad guys,"
the Pentagon's countenntelligence chief wrote in an exchange of emails obtained this week by The Associated Press. "but then again,
who knows."
In the e-mails, released to the AP under the U.S. Freedom of
Information Act with names blacked out but job titles disclosed.
Pentagon officials question whether they. should wam military officers
in the U.S Northern Command, who regularly met Canadian counterparts about cla.ssified subjects inside bug-proof, govemment meeting
rooms. The rooms are known as secure compartmentalized information facilities, or SKIFs.
"Isn't the Canadian piece something that should be briefed to
Northcom since the Cantdians sit in their SKIFs?" asked the
Pentagon's deputy director for countenntelligence oversight. in emails marked "Secret/NoForn."
"Good point," replied the Pentagon's acting director for
countenntelligence. "It is possible that DS5 (the U.S. Defense Security
Service) sent their report to Northcom. Then again, 1 don't think
it is
an issue of the Canadians being the bad guys. but then again,
who
knows."
Canada is among the closest of U.S. allies, its continental
northern
neighbor arid the leading oil supplier for the U.S. The intelligen
ce
services of the two countries are extraordinarily. tight and routinely.
share sensitive secrets. President Barack Obama chose Canada
as the
destination of ttis first foreign tnp, to underscore what he described
as
the two countries' long-standing and gmwing friendship.

Professors ...
From Front
"We also received an additional matching grant from the state
Bucks for Brains fund for
$250,000. Bob Jackson. our
associate vice president for
institutional advancement and
development. was instrumental
in getting this additional grant,"
added Todd.
The money comes to the college of business in increments
over 10 years and the money
from the interest is is used for
the Fellows. However, Todd
envisions a speaker series and
later, an endowed professorship
being funded from the grant.
Key to the classes taught by
the first three Fellows is the use
of the book, "Atlas Shrugged."
by Ayn Rand.
Milkman's expenmental class,
Free
Enterprise,
Entrepreneurship,
and
Capitalism (ECO 521), will use
the text. vd.lich has been pur-

Do you need more dough at Christmas time?
Whether it's holiday baking or gift buying,
a shortage of dough can be a real problem.
A Christmas Club Account at The Murray
Bank can help. Just set aside the amount
that fits your budget, make an automatic
deposit each month, and watch your dough
rise in an interest bearing account. When
the holidays come around, your cash is
ready! The Murray Bank Christmas Club;
simple and easy. Come by and open yours
today.
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murray Bank
How Banking Should Be
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to furniture and old textbooks.
Obscenities were also written
on the blackboaid.
ks
Director Matt Martin reported
the day after the Incident. The
girls reportedly confessed to
causing the damage dunng the
afternoon, Guge said. Although
the MPD didn't know the exact
time yet, it is believed that it
occurred before nightfall.
The incident is still under
investigation and Guge said
police would be releasing more
information soon.

405 South 12th Street & 703 North 12th Street
270-753-5626
www.themurraybank.com

chased for the class by Ron
Arant. He is the first vice president kind financial consultant for
Hilliard Lyons in Paducah.
White is currently teaching
JMC
670,
Philosophical
Concepts, a required course for
the master's degree in joumalism and mass communications.
"The course deals with the
freedom of the press/speech and
the relationship between individuals and government. We
cover libertarian, utilitarian,
authoritarian and social responsibility philosophies so Rand's
book fits right in with our discussions." said White.
Bokeno's class is tentatively
scheduled for summer 2010. He
plans to use the Organizational
Learning and Dialogue class or
a new experimental class dealing with organizational communication democracy.
For more information, contact
Todd at (270)809-4181.
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Ten Crier
NOTICE
• The
Murray State
University Board of Regents
will meet at 1 p m. Friday in
the Jesse Stuart Room on
the second floor of Pogue
Library. Among personnel
changes being discussed
will be the appointment for
Dean of University Libraries.
early retirement contracts
and staff ieaves of absence
without pay. The board will
meet in closed session at
the end of the meeting to
discuss the appointment,
discipline or dismissal of an
individual employee, member or student.
Prior to the quarterly
meeting several committees
will meet in the same location. The Academic Affairs
Committee will meet at 8:30
a.m.. the Audit Committee
will meet at 9 a.m., the
Finance Committee will
meet at 10 a.m. and the
International
Relations
Committee will meet at 11
a.m.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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Police,Sheriff, MEI Logs
Murray Police Department
- A theft repOrt w8S taken at 1 11 p
m Nov 6 at Angei s Anic
A theft report was taken at 4 49 p m
at me BP on Main Street
- A motor venicie accident with an injury
was reported at 5 48 p m
on Highway 641 North
- A theft report was taken at 819pm at
Papa Jo.en's
Murray Slide University Public Safety
- Public Safety received a report of a
vehicle hating a pedestnan at
the comer of 16th and Olive streets at
7 05 p m Oct 27 The Murray
Police Department and EMS were nottfied and
the subject was not
transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital's emergenc
y room
Student Affairs was also notified
- A report for theft under $500 was taken
at 6:01 p.m. Oct. 28 after
a cell phone was reported stolen fromthe Hart
Computer Lab
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at 8 44
p.m at Roy Stewart
Stadium after a caller reported a radio stolen from his
or her vehicle
- A report tor theft under S500 was taken at
1 38 p.m Nov 1 at
Elizabeth College after someone reported a stolen bike
- A report was taken for burglary in the third degree
at 12:54 p.m.
Nov. 2
- A report for theft under $500 was taaen at 1 28 p.m
Nov 2 at
Franklin College atter receiving a report of stoien MSU
parking
decal_
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at 4.06 p.m.
Nov 2 at Me
Public Safety Building after someone reported a stolen
bicycle
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at the Carr Health
Building
at 12:10 p.m. Nov. 3
- A report was taken for mischief in the second degree at 12:37
p.m.
A report for attempted burglary was taken at the Public
Safety
Building at 4:42 p.m. Nov. 9.
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at the Old
Fine Arts
Building at 12:44 p.m. Nov. 10.
- A report for theft undo,. $500 was taken at thc F'ublic
Safety
Building at 1:52 p.m. after a student reported a bicycle stolen from
campus
- A report of a motor vehicle accident with irlunes was taken at
11:36
a.m. Nov. 11.
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at Franklin College a! 12:20
p m. Nov. 12 after a student ticket wnter found an altered permit.
- Murray Police arrested a Murray individual at 8:16 a.m. Nov. 13 at
the Curtis Center after a caller reported a shoplifter from the bookstore and charged hirn with. theft by: unlawful taking under $500.
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at 3:34 p.m. Nov. 13 at Hart
College after a caller reported a stolen bicycle.
- A report tor theft under $500 was taken at 1-19 p m Nov. 16 at. the
Public Safety Building after someone reported a stolen wallet.
- A report for theft under $500 was taken at 8:14 a.m. Nov. 18 at
Robert E. Johnson theater atter a caller reported stolen costume
Jewelry
- An officer took a report for assault in the fourth degree at 5:13 p.m.
Nov. 19 in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency room
after a caller reported a student at oHiergency room who was
involved in a fight with no weapsons on campus.
- A report for theft under $500 '.•.:as taken at 11.32 p.m. Nov. 21
at
Lovett Auditonum after someone reported a stolen coat.
- A report fur theft under $500 was taken at 2:33 p.m Nov. 23 at the
Public Safety Building atter someone reported a stolen MSU park:ng decal.
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
- On Oct. 29, at approximately 8:42 p rn., officers observed a vehicle traveling south on U.S. Highway 641 and initiated a traffic stop_
Upon further investigation, Deputy Steven Oakley and Detective
Kevin Mighell arrested Danny Ft. Williams, 56, ot Murray, on charges
of first-degree trafficking methamphetamine. first-degree possession of a controliea substance and second-degree possession of a
controlled substance He was lodged in the Marshall County
Detention Center
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

Arthritic dogs
are needed for
research project
beginning January
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University graduate student Naomi Whitt is
beginning a research project on
the effects of arthntis medication on dogs. The five-month
project, under the direction of
Ramesh Gupta. DVM. PhD,
Professor
and
Head
of
Toxicology. Breathitt Veterinary
Center, will begin in January
2010.
For the study Whitt needs 1012 moderately arthritic dogs
that weigh between 40 and 60
pounds. The dogs must not currently be on any medication or
be willing to come off current
medication to participate in the
study, commented a spokesperson for the Calloway County
Humane Society.
According to Whitt, all dogs
will receive free blood work to
check how the kidneys and liver
are functioning. similar to the
blood work recommended prior
to surgery or before starting
dogs on certain medications.
"The dogs will also get a free
Force Plate Analysis." says
Vvlitt. "The dogs walk across a
special device and it measures
how much pressure the dog puts
on each fcot so we will know
which legs and joints are the
most painful.This study is appropnate for a
dog of any age or breed. The
person responsible for the care
of the dog will need to give the
dog a mixture of herbal products which have been proven to
have no harmful side effects.
The herbal products are natural
and proven to be anti-inflammatory and thereby anti-arthritic in
humans. 'The dog will need to
see the graduate student for a
physical exam and blood work
once a month for five months to
see how well the herbal mixture
works.
If you have a moderately
arthritic dogs that weighs
between 40 and 60 pounds. contact Naomi Whitt by email at
naomi.whitt@murraystate.edu
or call her at (270) 839-9673
pnor to Dec. 10 to register your
dog for this study.

More soldiers scheduled to retum to Fort Campbell
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky.
(AP) — More than 500 Fort
Campbell soldiers are scheduled
to retum after a yearlong
deployment to Afghanistan.
Members of the
59th

Combat Aviation Brigade will
be welcomed in ceremonies at
the sprawling Army post on the
Kentucky-Tennessee state line.
Ceremonies are scheduled on
Fnday, Sunday and Dec. 10.

About 1,000 soldiers with
the brigade have retumed over
the last month. 'The remainder
of the brigade is expected to
return by the end of the year.

,p.,

Photo provided
STORY TIME FRIENDS: Calloway County Public Library
story time friends enjoyed making
train pictures this week after reading ''Terrific Trains," accordin
g to Sandy Linn with the CCPL
Youth Services/Acquisitions department.

United Way planning community education initiative for 2010
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
The
Murray-Calloway
County United Way's community impact initiative is underway
and gearing up for a jump start
in January.
Earlier this year. the organization decided to refocus its
efforts based on a communitywide assessment. Based on the
assessment, it was determined
that a prionty focus for the
organization was families arid
their understanding of their
budget and finances.
Aaron Dail, director of
resource development at the
Murray-Calloway
County
United Way. said a two-hour
brainstorming session was held

few weeks ago to begin the
planning process of forming a
committee to address this issue.
Constance Alexander served as
moderator, who Dail said
helped the group get down to
the root issues.
A committee is currently
being forrned of initial group
members and recruited volunteers. Daii said most of
December will be devoted to
Felting rhe ccanrairiee organized
arid structured with the intention
of getting to work in January.
The committee will work to
analyze the understanding of
family budgets and finances by
families in the community anci
then structure a plan to address
specific needs relating to that.

They will then work to implement the plan and educated the
community on how to better
understand
budgets
and
finances within die family.
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Prosecutors to seek
death in murder triai
BUFU.INGTON. Ky.(AP)
Prosecutors
in
Northem
Kentucky say they•!: seek the
death penalty in the murder of a
mathematician who wa.s retired
from the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tennessee.
The Kentucky
Enquirer
reported a prosecutor told a judge
in Burlington on Thursday. she
intends to ask for capital punishment in the tnal of Willa Blanc.
Blanc is a former cleaning
woman for Walter Sartory. a 73year-old reclusive millionaire.
Blanc and her adult son Louis
Wilkinson are charged with complicity. to murder, kidnapping,
theft and abusing a corpse.
Prosecutors haven't decided on a
capital request in Wilkinson's
case.

Food For Fines

)

In this season of giving.

Calloway County Public Library

will be collecting the following items to
be sent to
canned goods. personal hygiene items
ihand soap. bath soap, deodorant. and
toothpaste). laundry' detergent.' and/or
dishwashing liquid. All items must be well
in date (not past or near "sell by" date.)
Unopened. and generally' suitable for
re-distribution to others.

3 canned goods(15 oz. size or better)
or 3 personal hygiene items will delete up
to $5.00 in fines accrued during 2009.
We will collect until close of business,
December i 1th. 2009.
Do you have a large outstanding fine!
Call 753-2288 for a quote
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Obituaries
Joe M. Cornwell
Joe fst Cornwell. 65. Hardin. died Wednesday. Dec. 2, 2009, at
I 1:441 p
at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah Collier Funeral Home of
Benton is in charge of an-angements.

Frank A. Morris
Frank A. Moms. 79. WO Blue Bonnet Ln., Winters, Texas, formerly' of Murray. died in Winters on Monday. Nov.
30. 2(MN. at II a.m.
Retired from the United States Air Force after 27
years of service. he was a member of Knights of
Columbus in Murray and Winters; was a former
member of St. Leo Catholic Church in Murray and
now a member of Lady of Mi. Carmel Church in Texas.
Preceding him in death were his two wives. Pauline Todd Morris
and Mildred Morris: parents. Cora Lee Johnson Morris and William
T. Morris; Mur brothers. Roy. Clifford, Wallace arid Bill; three sisters. Mary. Elizabeth and Marie.
Survivors include two sons. George Morris and wife, Cindy,
Abilene. Texas. and Joseph Bixby and wife. Hollie, Murray; two
brothers. Wesley and Fred Morris and one sister, Dora Miler. all
of
Tennessee; eight grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren;
eight
great-great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be Saturday at I p.m. in the chapel
of
Murray Memorial Ganlens with Fr. Jason officiating.

Mrs. Louise Virginia Thompson
A memorial service for Mrs. Louise Virginia Thompson will
be
from 5 to 9 p.m. Friday at Lakeland Wesley Village
Chapel, located at I 125 Village Rd., Benton.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may
be made to www.imesmiller.com.
Mrs. Thompson. 87. Benton, died Friday, Nov.
27. 2(K)9. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a retired hotel entrepreneur and a member of Bethel Fellowship Church in Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband,
Thompson Dewey Edward
Thompson; her parents. Charles L.
and Berne Ema Colson Lawson; two brothers,
Clayburn and Charles Lawson; two sisters. Myrtelene and Matelean
Colson.
Survivors include four sons, Eddie Thompson and wife, Belinda.
Benton, Danny Thompson and wife, Millie. and TOmmy Thompso
n
and wife, Tammy, all of Murray. and Johnny Thotnpson, Dover.
Tenn.; two daughters. Margie Jones, Murray. and P.J. Hill, Tampa,
Fla.; two brothers. Harold Lawson, Lilburn. Mo., and Lonnie
Lawson, Colorado; three grandchildren.

William Perry Tudor
DELAWARE. Ohio - Burial rites for William Perry Tudor'will
be in Valhalla Memory Gardens, Bloomington. Ind., on Dc.c. 12,
2009. Robinson Funeral Home of Delaware is in charge of arrangements. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's
Association or Hospice. Online condolences may be made at
www.robinsonfuneralhomeinc.com.
Mr. Tudor. formerly of Melbourne Shores, Fla., died Wednesday,
Nov. 25, 2009. in Delaware.
He was preceded in death by his wife of 57 years, Thekla(Teke)
Tudor. Born April 12.1924, in Marion. Ind., he was the son of the
late Helen and Hubert Tudor. and grew up in Bloomington, Ind.
Survivors include three children. Perry Kent (PK) and wife,
Caroline. Delaware. Jayma Anne and husband, Timothy McGann.
Indianapolis, Ind., and Jill Elizabeth Tudor and husband, Larry
Egstrom, Murray, Ky.; five grandchildren, Jennifer and husband,
Dan Hedrick, Kari and husband. Matt Stegner, Nate Tudor, Zachery
:Ferguson and Ray Caldwell, Murray; three great-grandchildren,
8Iise and Kylie Hedrick and Nina Stegner; one sister, Elizabeth
-(Betty) Williams.

1° STOCK MARKET REPORT
investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. ksg. -....10460.8 + 8.6
kir Products ...........--- 84.05 • 0.18
kpple ...............-..-....._.197.77 + 1.49
AT&T. Inc. ..........---2735-BB&T ............-.-.----2630 + 0.11
Bank of kmerica ....-..--.16.26 + 0.61
Brig* & Stratton --.-19.03 +
Bristol Myers Squibb ---24.81 + 0.04
Caterpillar ....._______-.59.10 + 0.16
Cbesron Texaco Corp .--78.54 - 0.17
Daimler Chrysler ....- .53.94 + 1.10
Dean Foods........................1633 •0.05
Exxon-Mobil
7538 - 011
Ford Motor
_9.05 + 0.04
General Electric
16.17 + 0.10
GlaxoSmithIsline %DR 42.59 + 0.21
Goodrich
60.74 •030
(;oody tar
14.13 + 0.08
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AARP backs Dems
in health care fight

Mrs. Shirley Nolen Morton
MEMPHIS, Tenn. -- A memonal service for Mrs. Shirley Nolen
Morton will be today (Thursday) at I p.m. at
Bartlett United Methodist Church. Memorial Park
uneral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may tse made to the
building fund at the Bartlett United Methodist
(hurch.
Mrs. Morton died Monday, Nov. 30, 2009. at
2 30 p.m. at Baptist Memorial Hospital following
omplications from diabetes and End Stage Renal
Disease.
Born on July 15. 1942 to Raymond and Dolly
Morton
Nolen, she grew up in Memphis and attended
Treadwell all 12 years. graduating in 1960. She was preceded in
death by her parents, Ray and Dolly Nolen and her younger brother.
Raymond Nolen Jr.
Survivors include her husband of 48 years, Rev. Fred Morton;
two children, Gregory Morton, Memphis and Dana Watson and husband, John, Jackson, Miss.; two grandchildren, John Morton Watson
and Catherine Evelyn Watson.
Mrs. Morton graduated from Treadwell in 1960 and attended
Memphis State University for one year before . marrying Fred
Morton in 1961 and working to enable him to complete his degree
at Princeton University. Shirley and Rev. Morton lived in Murray.
Ky.. from 1969-1982 while Rev. Morton worked as the campus minister. When her children wert nearly grown, she pursued a life long
dream of teaching young children, working in pre-school programs
at several East Memphis churches. the most recent being
Germantown United Methodist Preschool retiring in 1999.
She was a member of Bartlett United Methodist Church and the
Progressive Sunday School Class.

Paid Obituary
Marcus Greer Hargrove

WASHINGTON (AP) industry from a political party
With a Senate showdown loom- that has criticized Democrats for
ing. the politically potent AARP seeking a government takeover
rode to the rescue of Democrats of health care.
on Wednesday, supponing S460
Overall, the legislation is
billion in Medicare cuts to help designed to extend health care to
pay for landmark health care millions who now lack it, prolegislation.
hibit insurance companies from
As Republicans pressed to denying coverage on the basis of
restore the cuts. AARP said pre-existing medical conditions
Democrats merely were recom- and generally slow the rate of
mending elimination of waste growth in medical spending
and inefficiency within the giant overall.
health care program for seniors.
Most Americans would be
"Most importantly. the legis- required to carry insurance.
lation does not reduce any guar- While employers would not be
anteed Medicare benefits," A. obliged to provide it, big compaBarry Rand. the AARP's CEO, nies would face penalties if they
said in a letter to senators.
did not and their workers
Republicans. led by Sen. received federal subsidies to
John McCain, said seniors help defray their personal insurwould lose some of their add-on ance costs.
benefits that are part of coverage
At its core, the bill would creunder
private
insurance ate new marketplaces, called
Medicare. "Above all. we must exchanges, where consumers
not use Medicare as a piggy could shop for insunuice that
bank" to pay for other programs, met government guidelines. The
the Arizona Republican said.
bill includes hundreds of bilDemocrats, sensitive to the lions of dollars in federal subsicharges, rallied behind ail alter- dies to help lower and middlenative proposal by Sen. Michael income individuals and families
Bennet, D-Colo., saying the bill afford insurance.
would cause no reduction in
AARP has played an influenguaranteed Medicare benefits.
tial role all year on health care,
Votes were scheduled for working with the Obama adminThursday on the issue and a istration as well as Democratic
women's health care amend- leaders to help pass legislation.
ment. Both issues have dominatThe organization's Web site
ed early debate on health care claims more than 40 million
legislation that President Barack members in all 50 states, and
Obama has urged Congress to describes AARP as ',a nonprofit,
enact.
r.onpartisan membership organiThe two parties maneuvered zation that helps people 50 and
for political advantage on over improve the quality of their
women's health, as well, each lives."
backing a promise to provide
Polls have shown the group
new no-cost preventive proce- enjoys a high degree of trust
dures such as manunograms.
among seniors, a group that
Republicans hastily rewrote tends to vote in disproportiontheirs after an initial estimate ately high numbers, particularly
from the Congressional Budget in midterm elections. As a result,
Office put the cost at S30 billion its endorsement is prized by
over a decade - a significant both political parties.
requirement on the insurance

The funeral tor Marcus Greer Hargrove will be Friday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Joe
Pat Winchester will officiate. Pallbearers will be Dusty, Darrel and
Justin Hargrove, Kenneth and Robbie Hathcock, and Bobby Crump.
Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be at
the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice House Fund,
803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences may be
made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Hargrove, 82, Murray, died Tuesday, Dec. 1, 2009, at his
home. He was a charter member of Hilltop Baptist Church and had
retired from the City of Murray.
Born May 5, 1927, in Golden Pond, he was the son of the late
Wesley Almerine Hargrove and Sadie Ellen Garland Hargrove. Also
preceding him in death were one daughter, Teresa Gail Hargrove;
three sisters, Frocie Crump, Susie Wyatt and Lucille Underhill; six
brothers, hunts, Floyd, Loyd, Rudy, Henry and Clarence Hargrove.
Survivors include his wife, Betty Hargrove, to whom he was married Oct. 19,1951; one daughter, Linda Farris and husband, Bill,
Murray; three sons, Kenny Hargrove, Murray. Ricky Hargrove and
wife, Debbie, Almo. and Steve Hargrove and wife, Carrie,
Cincinnati, Ohio; eight grandchildren, Dusty Hargrove. Kenneth
Hathcock and Justin Hargrove. all of Murray, Darrel Hargrove,
Mayfield. Robbie Hathcock and wife, Summer, Atlanta, Ga., and
Zechariah, Hannah and Tucker Hargrove, all of Cincirinati: one
WASHINGTON (AP) great-grandchild, Olivia Hathcock
Think your kid is not "sexting"?
Think again.
Sexting - sharing sexually
Studies show that reading
\ explicit photos, videos and chat
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
by cell phone or online - is
fairly commonplace among
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
young people, despite some' newspaper and expand your mind
times grim consequences for
with a world of information.
those who do it.
More than a quarter of young
people have been involved in
sexting in some form, an
Associated Press-MTV poll
found.
That includes Sammy, a 16year-old from the San Francisco
Bay Area who asked that his last
1001 'A handl Ave.• Murray, K1 42071-1040
name not be used.
Sanuny said he had shared
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
naked pictures of himself with
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
girlfriends. He also shared
naked pictures of someone else
Alice Rouse. Publisher
that a friend had sent him.
arouse@nurrayledger.com
Greg Travis, Editor
What he didn't realize at the
editor@inurrayledger.com
Chris Woodall. Advertising Mgr.
time was that young people
adAtinurrayledger.com
across the country - in Florida,
Jill Stephens. Classifieds Mgr.
classified(gmurrayledger.corn
Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania
Circulation
circuIationOrnurrayledger.com
- have faced charges, in some
Rita Boggess. Business Mgr.
rlsiggess@lnurrayIedger.com
cases felony charges, for sending nude pictures.
"That's why I probably
Ratea
wouldn't do it again," Sammy
subscriptio
All
n. payable in ad% ance. Home delivery 6 days a week.
said.
Yet,"I just don't see it as that
Mailed in Calloway Cotuity, KY
big of a problem, personally."
1 Year $110 By mail to rest of KY.
:i mos "we
That was the view of nearly
& Marshall Counties $120.
$105 Graves
$.55
V30
All other mail subscriptions $145.
half of those surveyed who have
been involved in sexting. The
other half said it's a serious
Poldished Monila% through Sa urda% err,' afternoon.
except Sunda's. Memorial Da%.
t. Labor Das. Thanksgiving Ibis. i.hostrnas Ila% and New Years Itay. Periodical.
problem - and did it anyway.
postage paid at Murray. KA". POSTMASTER, Send address changes to THE MURRAN
Knowing there might be conse& TIMES. PO Box 1040. Morra%. hl 42071.1040
quences hasn't stopped them.
MISS YOUR PAPER? LIN L. know
"There's definitely the invinwe can get
or give
credit Call 753-1916.
cibility factor that young people
feel," said Kathleen Bogle, a
Murray Ledger & Times(USPIS 30/3-7001• Mums Ledger dt MN.%
is a member rd
Associated Press, Kentucky Preso Association and Southern Newspapers
sociology professor at La Salle
Publisher%
Association. The Associated Press exclusivel% entitled to newe originated
to. Mum.,
University in Philadelphia and
^hoer & Times.
author of the book "Hooking
Up:
Sex.
Dating
and
Relationships on Campus."

Poll: Sextmg common
among young people
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HURRY While They Last
.
]

112 N. 12th St'. Murray,KY 42071 27Q-761(GEM)4367

"That's part of the reason
why they have a high rate of car
accidents and things like that, is
they think, 'Oh, well, that will
never happen to me,"' Bogle
said.
Research shows teenage
brains are not quite mature
enough to make good decisions
consistently. By the mid-teens,
the brain's reward centers. the
parts involved in emotional
arousal, are well-developed,
making teens more vulnerable to
peer pressure.
But it is not until the early
20s that the brain's frontal cortex, where reasoning connects
with emotion, enabling people
to weigh consequences, has finished forming.
Beyond feeling invincible.
yo"Sometimes they think of it as
a joke; they have a laugh about
it," Bogle said. "In some cases.
it's seen as flirtation. They're
thinking of it as something far
less serious and aren't thinking
of it as consequences down the
road or who can get hold of this
information. They're also not
thinking about worst-case scenarios that parents might worry.
about."
Sexting doesn't stop with
teenagers. Young adults are even
more likely to have sexted; onethird of them said they had been
involved in sexting. compared
with about one-quarter of
teenagers. Those who sent nude
pictures of themselves mostly
said they went to a boyfriend.
girlfnend or romantic interest.
But 14 percent said they suspect the pictures were shared
without permission, and they
may be right: Seventeen percent
of those who received naked
pictures said they passed them
along to someone else, often to
more than just one person.
Boys were a little more likely
than girls to say they received
naked pictures or video of someone that had been passed around
without the person's consent.
Common reasons were that they
thought other people would
want to see, that they were
showing off and that they were
bored.
Girls were a little more likely
to send pictures of themselves.
Yet boys were more likely to say
that sexting is "hot," while most
girls called it "slutty."
Altogether, 10 percent said
they had sent naked pictures of
themselves on their cell phone
or online.
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HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger 8, Times
The Herdman kids are a terrifying bunch
indeed, to both the
children in the Christmas pageant and
their parents. Pictured
from left to right are: Stephen Moeller as
Claude, James Miller
as 011ie, lssac Falwell as Leroy, Rebbie
Balmer as Gladys,
Phoebe Shown as Imogene and Trent Lyons
as Ralph.

'Pageant' starts Friday
Special to the Ledger
Some things are just meant to
be holiday' traditions and "The
Best Christmas Pageant Ever" is
one of those things. This longtime family favorite comes to
the stage of Playhouse in the
Park for a three weekend run.
opening this Friday night at 7.
The show will run through
Sunday. Dec. 20. Friday and
Saturday night shows are at 7
p.m. and Sunday matinee.s are at
2:30 p.m. Tickets are available
on the theatre's Web site, playhouseinthepark.net. or by calling the box office at 759-1752.
The show revolves around
the Herdmans — probably the
most inventively awful kids in
history. While attending their
first ever Sunday School
(because they heard there are

snacks), they learn about the
annual Christmas pageant and
mayhem ensues. This delightful
comedy is adapted from the best
selling book by Barbara
Robinson and is the only story
ever to run twice in McCall's
Magazine.
Jessica Norwood. a familiar
face at Playhouse, is making her
directorial debut with the show.
Although she was somewhat
nervous about taking on such a
beloved play, she commented
that this cast has truly risen to
the occasion. "Over 60 children
showed up to audition for this
show." she said. "It was a bit
overwhelming at first, but the
30-plus that I was able to cast
have been terrific and we have
had a great time really making
this show our own."

Arts in the Region
• Jennifer Fox and the
Pillowfighters will perform at the
Big Apple Cafe Thursday and
Guerilla Poetry and Read.
Listen. Play. will perform on
Wednesday. Music starts at 9
p.m_ There is a cover charge and
weekend shows are limited to
ages 21 and older
• The Murray State University
Department of Music and the
Chamber Singers presents the
Madrigal Feaste at 6 p.m Friday
and Saturday in Ordway Hall.

• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"Paris," starring Juliette Binoche,
Friday throuah Sunday For
details and show times. visit
www.maidenalleycinema.org.
• The Jackson Purchase
Friends of Bluegrass presents a
free blueorass night on Friday at
Dratfenyille's Kentucky ()pry,
starting with a Jam session at
6.30 p.m., with music on stage
starting at 7:30 p m The
Kentucky Opry Christmas Show
will also continue at 8 pie.

Special to the Ledger
Holly Hardt. Rebecca Garth.
The Jackson Purchase Dance Chelsea Summerville. Elise
Company has included a special Eaton, All i Bakes. Hayley
treat tor their 2()09-2010 pro- Tyson, Angelic Toliver. Mary.
duction season through partial Browder Howell, Sierra Winnfunding from Ronald McDonald Lawrence. Natasha Purcell.
House Chanties ta non profit Ashleigh Caldwell, Caroline
funding
organizationi: Kim.
"Nutcracker and More ..." A perThe doors will open at 7 p.n
forrnance for the public will be arid no reservations are needed
presented at 7:30 p.m. Friday at Children 3 years old and untie!
Murray
State's
Lovett will be admitted free.
Auditonum.
The Jackson Purchase DalICC
Act 1 of the performance will Company is the only' non profit
feature famous excerpts from regional dance company in
"'The Nutcracker" Act 11 is a western Kentucky.. JPDC is
concert of dances to thc rich based in Murray and has providChristmas music arranged by ed
quality
performances
Mannheim Steamroller. Of throughout Kentucky', Alabama.
unique interest is the inclusion Chicago, and New York City.
of dancers with special needs. This production promises to be
Also, the Calloway County an exciting one by bringing holMiddle School eighth-grade iday cheer to Mun-ay
chorus will be performing a sign
language/creative movement
rendition of "Sihent Night."
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is composed of 35
Special to the Ledger
dancers from Calloway, Graves,
Gallery 109 & Fairbanks
McCracken and Marshall counStudio present an exhibition of
ties. as well as students from
recent work by renowned artists
Murray
State
University. Joy Thomas.
Scott Thile and
Murray/Calloway
County Wayne Bates of
Murray and
dancers include: Leandra Hale,
Dustin Boutwell and Brent
Lindsay 1.41Mbert, Lydia Powell,
Scowden of New York.
Dheepa Loganathan, Sharon
Featured in the exhibition are
Jacobs, Girtny Furches, Kayla the innovativ
e designs and delis
Winstead, Anna Kim, Rosa Kim, cate lines of
Scott Thile's hand
Samantha Taylor, Ann Taylor. crafted pipes. Joy
Thomas• subAdir',tie portrait and Inndscape paintings as well as many beautifully
articulated figure drawings.
Wayne Bates' porcelain pottery
Saturday For tickets call (270) captivates the viewer with its
intncately and rhythmically
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704
designed surfaces which integrate seamlessly with their func• The 1989 classic, "National tional forms.
Lampoon's Christmas Vacation,"
New
Yorkers
Dustin
will play at 7 p.m. Tuesday at the Boutwell and Brent Scowden
Curris Center TIneater as part of explore still life themes in oil
paintings created with vibrant
the student-run Tinseltown
and luminous color in miniature
Tuesdays film series.
and life sizes. Bold brushstrokes
loosely and playfully capture
To add an event to the arts their subjects.
calendar, contact Hawkins
The exhibition will be on disTeague
at
753-1916
or play from Dec. 4 through Jan.
31, 2010. A reception will be
IspasofIkea,rrayiedgergarain

Photo by G.t,,, y Furches
Jackson Purchase Dance Company dancers performing in
-Nutcracker and More ..." include (from !eft to nght): Emily
Summerville, Lydia Powell. Lindsay Lambert, Dheepa
Loganathan.

Local artists featured in new show
held Fnday from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Gallery' 109 & Fairbanks Studio,
109 North Third Street in
Murray. Please contact Jennifer

Fairbanks at 917-710-3694,jenniferfairbanks2(X)9@gmail.com
or visit www.gallery-109.com
for more information.
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107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
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Vance will be
honored on 80th
birthday Dec. 13
Mrs. Edna Hooks Vance of
Almo will celebrate her 80th
birthday' on Sunday. Dec. 13.
2009.
She is the former Edna
Hooks from Golden Pond (Land
Between the Rivers) and is the
daughter of the late Stanton and
Melissa Hooks.
On July 18. 1952, she marned James Vance and they have
been marned for 57 years and
have three children: Jan Vance
and wife. Debbie. Leah Evans
and husband, Garry. and Jamie
Vance and wife. Traycee.
The couple has seven grandchildren who are Kelita Dunn,
Jonathan Vance. Tara Vincent.
Keela Evans, Ryan Thurman.
Jessica Vance arid Dylan Vance.
They also have five great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Vance was employed at
Scott's Drug Store for over 20
years and retired from Behr's
Clothing Store after over 10
years of service. She has been
an active member ot Scotts
Grove Baptist Church for over
55 years. She has helped teach
classes, worked with Vacation
Bible School. helped with the

Aamari®
Family
Jewelry
This
Holiday
Give Her
a Gift
that
Perfectly
Symbolizes
Her Love
of Family

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Murray State Inlversity is beginning a
research project on the effects of arthritis
medication on dogs. If you have a moderately arthritic dog that weighs between 40 and
60 pounds,contact Naomi Whitt by e-mail
naoml.whltt4omurraystate.edu or call her at
I-270-&39-%73 prior to Dec. 10 to register
your dog.
Dogs accepted Into the study will receive
free monthly blood vvork and physical exams,
a force plate analysis and a natural tnedica.
lion during the flve-month study which
begins in 2010.

4-H team plans events

The 4-H Shtxiting Sports Team will have J
float in the Rotary Christmas Parade on Saturday moming. They
will decorate Fnday at 6 p.m. at Lilly's Body Shop on North 7th St.,
Murray. All 4-H club members are encouraged to attend. They will
meet at 8:45 a.m. Saturday to nde on the float.

Dance Company presenting event

The Jackson Purchase Dance Company will present a holiday
production. Nutcracker and More, on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium at Murray State University. Audience members of all
ages will enjoy excerpts from Nutcracker and a concert ot dance
compositions from Mannheim Steamroller's Christmas music.
Admission is S8 for adulas, S6 for students under age 16, and free to
children 3 and under. No reservations are needed.

Edna Vance
Baptist Student University
monthly feedings, etc.
A celebration is planned by
her family in her honor on
Sunday, Dec. 13, from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Oaks Country Club.
All friends and relatives are
invited to come by and celebrate
with her on tttis special day.
Your presence at this celebration
is your gift.

Murray Art Guild plans event
Dunn and Faulkner
Antonia Dunn of Almo and Scott Faulkner of Water Valley were
married Friday, Oct. 23. 2009 in Murray.
The bnde is the daughter of Morris and Deedy Dunn of Murray.
The groom is the son of Nichole Faulkner and the late Bro. Don
Faulkner.

The Murray Art Guild will have a reception for the members•
exhibition. "Small Works" which includes new work from Guild
members working in painting photography, fibers, drawing and
woods on Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at the guild at 500 North 4th St..
Murray. At Sunday's reception a drawing will be held for a portrait
commission by Karen Mize Harper. Tickets are on sale at the guild
and will be availahlc at the fetitpijott. Tickets are S5 each or 5 for
$20 for a I8X24 inch individual portrait.

Board plans public forum

Author Carrie Jerre11 holding
book signing today at MSU

Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public forum to
discuss the Health and Wellness Policy at the Calloway County
Preschool, located at 2106-A, College Farm Road at 6 p.m. on
Thursday. Dec. 10.

Author Carrie JerreII will be at Murray communities are invited
Murray State
University's to come celebrate the publicaFaculty Club today (Thursday) tion of her book of poetry.
for a book signing from 3:30 to ''After the Revival."
5 p.m. The university and
"After the Revival," Jerrell's

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Will meet Friday at 7 p.m.
at Goshen United Methodist Church, located on Ky. 121 North at
Stella. Featured wiil ba two groups, Echoes From Calvary and The
Grants. Items for Need Line will be received. For more information
call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666.
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NOW!
For a limited time only.

• Cut Fraser Fir
• Fresh Wreaths & Roping
• Holiday Centerpieces
• Wood Wick Candles
• Gift Cards

Order by Doc. 15th
for Christmas.

BC502

One low price for up to

5 Synthetic Stones!

LEE
JEWELRY
ARTISANS

'Kentucky Certified Nursery'
Professionals"
Open Mon. - SaL 9-5
Sun. 1-5

University Square
305-D N. 12th St.

HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800472-8852

Murray
759-1141
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Arthritic dogs wanted for
research project study by MSU
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Aluminum
cans needed
for project
WATCH Center at 702 Main
St., Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. Peggy Williams,
director, said "these may be
taken to the center during regular hours; or persons may drive
through the driveway on the
west side of the center and place
them in the cotton wagon there
anytime day or night; or may be
donated at a Make A Difference
Day at Murray State University
Stewart stadium parking lot."
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Saturday, Dec. 12th • 2 r.m.4 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 19th • Noon-3 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 20th • 12:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 22nd • 12:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Thursday, Christmas Eve • 10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
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Calloway County,Genealogical Society will have its Ctuistmas
luncheon at Tont's Restaurant on Friday at 11:30 a.m. Memories of
past Christmases will be discussed. For more information call 7679062.

Greenhouse sale Saturday
The Horticulture Program at Murray State University is now
accepting preorders for poinsettias by contac.ting
Heather
Blankenship
at
767-0467
Or
e-mail
hblankenshipl Omurraystate.edu. The public sale will be Saturday'
from 9 a.m. to noon at the Pullen Farrn Greenhouse, located at the
comer of Hickory and Lo.cust Streets, Murray.

Compassionate Friends plan service

The Compassionate Friends' annual Candle Lighting Memonal
Service will be tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the University
Church of Christ (use back entrance) comer of US 641 North and
Ky. 121 Bypass, Murray. Things to bnng are a candle in a holder, a
picture of your child and a dish for a potluck dinner. Bread, drinks
and utensils will be fumished. For more information contact Hilda
Bennett at 753-6926 at work or 1-731-498-8324 at home or MurrayCalloway County- Hospital Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

CCHS Touch Down Club plans fish fry
Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will sponsor a
fish fry on Sunday, from II a.m. to 2 p.m. at the high school cafeteria. Tickets can be purchased from any Calloway Count football
player or by- calling 227-3255 or 293-2479. Also tickets will be
available at the door on Sunday. The public is urged to come after
church to support the Laker Football Program with a southem fish
fry and all the fixings catered by Holmes Family' Restaurant.
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Poinsettias in the promotion of the Calloway- County
Homemakers will be available at 2 p.m. today (Thursday) a.nd all
day Friday until 8:30 p.m. at the Family Life Center of First United
Methodist Church at South Fifth and Maple Streets. For more information call 293-7386.
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CAROL OF LIGHTS - 5:00 PM
DICKENS ALLEY - 5:30 pm
in front of tree on court square
Maple Street

Come visit Santa in his house
on the following dates:
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Glory Bound will meet

debut collection, received the
2008 Anthony Hecht Poetry'
pnze from Waywiser Press. A
graduate of the
Writing
Seminars at Johns Hopkins
University and Texas Tech
University. Jerrell is an assistant
professor English and the coordinator of the undergraduate
creative writing program at
Murray State.
She is the recipient of two
Associated Writing Programs
Intro Awards and four Pushcart
Prize nominations, and she also
serves as the poetry editor for
"Iron Horse Literary Review."
Dunng her summers. she works
as the director and staff member
of the Sewanee Young Wnters'
Conference in Tennessee.
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SANTA IN HIS HOUSE ON THE SQUARE - 4:00 PM
Airrts-rs/CRAFTERS
COZY CRITTERS PONY RIDES
STORYTELLING
VARIOUS MUSICAL & EATING VENUES THRU THE ALLEY & AROUND SQUARE
STORYTEI LING, MUSIC, OTFIER ACTIVMES FOR CHILDREN & MUCH MORE!

VISIT DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
for special discounts and giveaways!

Thank You Sponsors!
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Give the perfect gift this holiday
season with blood donation
The holiday's are here and toi must ot us that
means battling crowds, rushing front store to store
and waiting in long lines...all in search of the perfect gift.
But the perfect gift is as close as your American
Red Cross blood drive. It's a life-saving blood
donation. So this year, leave your womes behind
and concentrate on doing something good for
someone else.
"A blood donation provides a true gift from the
heart that can give someone another holiday season with loved ones," says Steve Beeler. CEO,
Tennessee Valley Blood Services Region. "But
blood is only available when generous donors roll
up their sleeves. It truly may be the greatest gift
someone twelves this holiday season."
Life-saving blood must be available 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year. It's needed for traumas, surgeries, cancer and leukemia treatments. organ
transplants and more. 'There simply is no substitute.
"Because people are busier than normal around
the holidays. it can be easy to forget to make time
to donate blood," says Beeler. "But the need for
live-saving blood doesn't take a holiday. Every
two seconds someone in America needs blood.
You can help by giving the perfect gift.'"
Locally. you can give blood on Thursday, Dec.
17, from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church. located at 1601 Main St. in Murray.
In addition, the Red Cross is proud to present
-The Perfect Gift," a 3-minute video highlighting

the importance ul blood donat:kitt. We hope it v.
inspire you this holiday season and beyond. To
view "The Perfect Gift." log on to www.redcrossgift.org.
Also, join the Red Cross texting program by
sending redcross to 42227. Those opting in will
receive emergency inventory notifications, ongoing education information or help finding a convenient blood drive loi:ation.
How to Donate Blood:
Simply call I-800-GIVE-LIFE (1-800-4483543) or visit bloodisneeded.org to make an
ppointment today. All blood types are needed to
ensure the Red Cross maintains an adequate blood
supply. A blood donor card or driver's license or
two other forms of identification are required at
check-in. Donors must be in general good health,
weigh at least 110 pounds and be at !CAM 17 years
old (16 with completed Piu-ental Consent Form).
New height and weight restrictions apply to
donors younger than 19. Visit bloodisneeded.org
to learn more.
The American Red Cross shelters, feeds and provides emotional support to victims of disasters:
supplies nearly half of the nation's blood: teaches
lifesaving skills; provides intemational humanitarian aid; and supports military members and their
families. 'The Red Cross is a charitable organization — not a govemment agency — and depends
on volunteers and the generosity of the American
public to perform its mission. For more information, please visit www.redcross.org or join our
blog at http://blog.redcross.org.

New Beginnings Support
Group hears Lile and Molle'
Paul Lite recently led New
Beginnings Support Group in
praise songs, followed by
Brandon Molle' speaking to the
group on ways to improve physical, mental, and spiritual
health.
The next NBSG meeting will
be Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church.
The meeting will start with a
potluck meal. followed by
music with Ryker and Jennifer
Wilson.
Kara and H.L. Hussmann will
be the speakers for the evening.
Childcare will be provided.
For a ride or more information
call Ron or Linda Wright at 7530156. These meetings, open to
the public, are inspirational,
Paul Ube
educational, and motivational.

Photo provided

Pictured are members of classes of Becky English and Brandon Morns
at Calloway County
Middle School who raised money for St. Jude's Children' Hospital.

Calloway County Middle School
raises money for St. Jude's Hospital
Classes of Becky English and Brandon Morris
at Calloway County Middle School spent their
"Laker Time" class fore setting a goal to raise
$1,000 for St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital
at Memphis, Tenn.
Students participated by spending their Sunday
afternoon at Wal-Mart holding up signs and asking commmunity members for donations. They
wore shirts that were donated by Zax. That
Sunday afternoon they received $851 leaving
them just shy of their goal.

Brandon Mettle'

,e its Christmas
-n. Memories of
nation call 767-

Photo provided

BOOKS DONATED: Sandy Linn, left, children's librarian at the Calloway
County Public
Library, accepts a check for six children's books for the Calloway County Public Library
from
Betty Hassell. Sally Scott and Betty Lyons, members of Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa.
The chapter will meet Saturday, Dec. 5. at 11:30 p.m. at Magnolia House at Hazel
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When it was over, they had raised $1,08 I . They
obtained their goal by receiving extra donation,
from teachers and family members.
Mrs. English said, "It was a great experience
for the class and plans on carrying out the tradition
each year"
She will be running in the St. Jude Halfmarathon in Memphis on Saturday, Dec. 5 to represent being a St. Jude Hero for her CCMS students.

Photo prowled

SPECIAL TRIP: On their yearly trip to New York City, from left, Lori Sweeney, Ruth Brandon,
Valerie Neale and Helen King were excited to meet Johnny Depp, center, at the WaldorfAstona where they all stayed. The ladies said. "We found him to be most gracious and after
all he is a Kentucky native."

Daniel
Woodford ahil
Kaycee Motley of Murray are
the parents of a daughter,
Hayden Maria Woodford, born
on Sunday, Nov. 22, 2009, at
1:18 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
9 ounces and measured 19 1/4
inches.
Grandparents are Shelly and
Chuck Ameling of Kirksey.
Jerry Motley of Almo and Lou
Woodford of Draffenville.

Dec. 5th & 6th
Main Street • Hazel, KY
Join usfor great deals,
shopping and refreshments!
:Murr

Chamber Of Commerce
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Calloway County Chiropractic
is excited to announce our Annual Toy Drive being held on
Sahirday, December 12th from 9:00 a.m. until 11:30 a.m. at our
office. Any CURRENT PATIENT can bring a new, unwrapped toy
(approximately $10 value) and receive a complimentary adjustment that morning. Please make your appointments early, as spotg
fill up fast.
Any NEW PATIENTS that come into our office from December
1st through December 24th, will receive a Chiropractic
Consultation, Exam,and any Necessary X-Rays for only $27, and
we are going to donate 100% of these fees directly to the Murray
Family Resource Center. We look forward to sharing benefits of
chiropractic and giving back to our community!
'You have the right to rescind any tree or discounted serwas within 72 hours

1710D Hwy 121 N. Murray — 270.753.6100

www.callowaycountychiropractic.com
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NEW PARIS LOCATION
Visit Our Open House
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.and the same home decor, Mexican pottery & iron and gift items you love
112 E. Washington, Paris, TN • 731-642-7535
10 a.m.-5 p.m Monday-Saturday
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U.S. troops hopeful reinforcements
will give them chance to come home

By DENIS GRAY
Associated Press Writer
FORV.'ARD
OPER ATING
AIRBORNE,
BASE
Afghanistan (AP) — U.S. service members in Afghanistan said
President Barack Obania's decision to send 30.000 more troops
offered hope that they can go
home — if the reinforcements
can build up the Afghan army to
protect cis ilians against the
Taliban
Commanders applauded the
reinforcements
announced
N'ednesday. which they say are
needed to tum the war around.
"Counter-insurgency' in the
state we are in now. for the
enemy we face. mass matters,"
said Lt. Col. Kimo Gallahue, as

howitzeis tinng in support of a
nightime operation against the
insurgents shook their camp.
The troops at this base in
Wardak province. west of
Kabul. learned of Obama's decision while watching TV clips of
his speech duhng their breakfast
of sausage, eggs. hash browns,
fruit and cereal. Obama said that
if conditions permit, the troops
could begin coming home in 18
months.
"Really, I'm truly happy," said
Air Force Tech. Sgt. Phillip M.
Hauser. an explosives demolition expert from Salina, Kansas,
who is on his fourth tour of
Afghanistan and Iraq. "As soon
as the Afghans can do it on their
own without our help, we can go

home."
Hauser said the Afghans v.rere
inexperienced — but he didn't
question their determination.
"They charge in and start
pulling the wires" on the explosives, Hauser said. "It's not the
safest way to do things, but
these guys have the guts."
Capt. Mark Reel from
Norfolk, Virginia. a civil affairs
officer, said more troops mean
nothing unless they can give
local Afghans a sense of perceived secunty.
"They have to believe they. are
more secure. You get thousands
of troops on some of these bases
here, but what are they really
doing? 'The troops just have to
get out there."

WWW.I111

The reason the surge worked
in Iraq. he said, is because
troops were able to get into the
field and make Iraqis feel safer.
"The additional forces will
allow us to partner with even
more units of the Afghan anny
and police and deliver even
more relationships with those
local influential leaders who
may be sitting on the fence."
said Col. David Haight. commander of Task Force Spartan,
which has about 4,000 troops in
Wardak and Logar provinces.
Commanders say a troop surge
which began in January dramatically improved the security- situation in the two strategic
provinces, located at the gates of
Kabul.

Photo provIdeol

Joe Pat James will host members of the Kentucky
Lake
Flotilla on his radio show beginning December 7, the anniversary of Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor. From lett, Rob Sorg,
Ketucky Lake Flotilla commander, James. Beale Canon,
pubfic education officer and Einar Jenstrom
:
11es

Local flotilla to
discuss operations
Special to the Ledger
The United States Coast
Guard Auxiliary, a military'
branch of service that has water
vessel safety as its primary
responsibility, will be featured
on an upcoming radio show on
the anniversary of the Pearl
Harbor attack.
Joe Pat Jarnes will host Rob
Sorg, flotilla commander, and
Beale Canon, public education
office, on his "On the Road"
radio show on WNBS 1340 AM
on December 7-9, to emphasie
the value and joy to being a
member of the local Auxiiliary
for all persons interested in
water safety. On the first day of
broadcast it will have been 68
years since Japan attacked Pearl
Harbor.
The Kentucky Lake Flotilla
is one of five flotillas in the
local Four Rivers division. It
has recently been awarded
Commodore Awards in Public
Affairs. Vessel Safety Checks,
Program Visitor and Operations

Ky. nursing home called
one of country's worst

Emerging Leatiers

Photos provided

Recently, 13 students were recognized as Emerging Lewders
at Murray State University.
Students who were honored completed training in leadership skills
and a service project.
Emerging Leaders is a leadership program designed to help freshman
develop their leadership potential and serve the campus. PictUred above, are: Back
row. from left, Jake Lee,
James Park, David Jo, Rachel Heller and Megan Cho; Front, from left,
Shelby Lockhart and
Jennifer Marks. lattured taidow, are: Back row, from left, David Yoon,
Kenny Lee, Justin
Crayton and Robert Murray II; Front, from !eft, Dana Hye and Olivia
Erb.

RICHMOND. Ky. (AP) —
A Richmond nursing home is
being called one of the worst
performing in the nation by a
government agency.
The
Government
"accountability Office said
Tuesday that the Richmond
Health and Rehabilitation
Complex-Madison is the second worst performing nursing
home in the country, The
Lexington
Herald-Leader
reported.
The GAO said that of the 10
Kentucky nursing homes on a
national list of poor performers,
nine scored below the national
mediantypeatalic;, or midpoint,
of the list.
The rankings were based on
December 2008 inforrnation
that included deficiencies
found in the facilities' three
prior federal surveys, investigations of complaints and revisits,
GAO official John Dicken said
Tuesday.
Kerry Harvey', the Inspector
General for the Kentucky
Cabinet for Health and Family
Services, declined to conunent
Tuesday. on whetlier the
Richmond home and the other
facilities on the list were safe.

(patrols). Einar Jenstrom. a sergeant in an Army amphibious
engineer unit during ttie Korean
conflict, said all water craft
operators must respect the
importance of water safety.
The Coast Guard reserve was
established by federal legislation in 1939, followed by an
amendment on June 23, 194$i,
that established the Auxiliary-,
volunteer military unit. TV
Auxiliary mission is to prom*
safe:y along the millon miles of
waterways in the United States.
Over 50,000 Auxiliary volunteers assisted in the WWII effort
by monitonng shorelines and
assisting in water rescue.
The Kentucky Lake Flotilla
meets on the second Thursday.
of each month at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of
Christ. All U.S. citizens over the
age of 17 may join. Interested
members must pass a basic
background check and pay
annual dues, but do not need to
be a water vessel owner.

Bluegrass performer Jack Cooke dead at 72
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Jack Cooke, longtime bass player
and singer with Ralph Stanley's
Clinch Mountain Boys. has died.
He was 72.
According to a press release
Wednesday from Morris Public
Relations, Cooke died Tuesday at
a hospital in his hometown of
Norton. Va.. after collapsing at his

home.
He joined the Clinch Mountain
Boys in 1970 and performed with
the group until being sidelined by
health problems early this year.
In 2002, he performed on the
Grammy-winning album "Lost in
the Lonesome Pines," a collection
headlined by Jim LAuderdale and
Stanley.
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Flag maker campaigning for Ky. Senate candidate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The man who
designed the 50-star American flag is traveling
with Republican U.S. Senate candidate Bill
Johnson.
Bob Heft designed the flag as a 17-year-old
high school student.
Johnson is seeking the Republican nomination

in next May's primary' election. He faces two
well-financed opponents in Secretary of State
Trey Grayson and Bowling Green eye surgeon
Rand Paul.
Heft and Johnson will be making a sehes of
stops in eastern and northern Kentucky this week
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New & Special Items
• Anton Wingen Stag Horn Carving Set
• Longaberger Basket
• Vtfttage Oak Rocker
• Hand Carved Monastery Chairs
• Oriental Rug
•Antique Pump Organ
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Is the West
suddenly the best?

2 names
surface
for
football
job

MCKEEL, CALLOWAY KNOW BETTER THAN ANYONE
STRENGTH OF WESTERN KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

FSU RUNNING
BACKS COACH,
FRANKLIN ARE
MENTIONED AS
INTERESTED

TOMMY
DILLARD
SPORTS
WHrrEK
hen Calloway
County football
.oach
Josh
kAcKeel looks at
this weekend's
'
KHSAA
state
championship matchups. he
can't help but crack a joke about
his own poor scheduiing.
McKeel's Lakers squared off
against three of the twelve
squads playing for a golden ball
in Bowling Green this season.
Only five teams statewide
can make such a claim. with
three of them calling western
Kentucky home.
The Lakers took on. and lost
to. three of westem Kentucky's
four state championship representatives — Mayfield in Class
1A, Paducah Tilghman in 3A
atid Lone Oak in 4A.
Only Lexington Catholic,
which played five of the squads
who continue their seasons
Friday and Saturday, can stake a
higher claim.
"Ever since I started, we've
prided ourselves on playing a
tough schedule." McKee! said.
"But going into this year, I realdidn't think we'd be playing
three teams playing in state
cilkampionship games."
1:McKeel has always made a
ijoint of playing the strongest
el.ippetition western Kentucky
Itas to offer.
; , But this year, that competidon appears to be better than
doer before.
:.'The Kentucky Department of
travel breaks the state up into
gine regions of roughly equivalent size.
::,One-fourth of the teams playiNg in state championship footktal garnes this weekend come
frbm the westernmost region.
Which stretches from the
s
tsissippi River ea_st to a line
runs from Hopkinsville to
fdarion.
Only the Louisville metropolitan area, which is home to
4xponentially more schools, can
match that number.
Because 2009 is only the
third year of the state's six-class
Otem,it is difficult to compare
• tem Kentucky's success at
state level this season with
t years.
But it's safe to say that foot'in the west likely hasn't
n this good since the mid1980s, when Crittenden County,
Mayfield and Tilghman all
brought home state titles in
1985.
: "Western Kentucky football
bas come a long way." says
McKee'. who also serves as
head of the Western Kentucky
Conference.
. "For years, we've been down
here in the far comer and
haven't received the recognition
of the Louisville or Lexington
schools. But this year speaks
Ilighly of the type of football we
play here as well as the quality
et players we have."
, It certainly didn't seem as if
2009 would be a memorable
se.ason in the west.
•:Aside from Fort Campbell,
Which was considered a shoe-in
for a third consecutive Class 2A
tide, none of the three teams
playing this weekend were locks
for championship berths.
Mayfield was a strong possibility in Class IA.
, Lone Oak was supposed to be
rebuilding, playing without a
star Division I recruit for the
first time in several years. The
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Sy MICINIEL DANN
Sports Editor
Hot stove action will be heating up in the coming months for
baseball season, but a little closer to home, fans are stewing as
to who might he the next Murray
State football coach.
While no official word has
come from MSU as to candidates, one name surfaced
Wednesday in the form of
Florida State assistant head
coach and running backs coach
Billy Sexton.
Sexton has applied for the
job, a source close to Sexton
told the Ledger & Times.
Also confirmed to the Ledger
& Times and believed to be a top
candidate for the job is former
Murray High assistant and MSU
graduate Tony Franklin.
Sexton joined the Florida
State staff as a
graduate assistant in 1977.
!lobby Bowden's
-econd year as
the FSU head
_oach.
He
became a memSexton
ber of the fulltime staff in
RICKY MAR T!N / Ledger & Times
1979
and
Fort Campbell quarterback Antonio Andrews eludes Murray defender Cedric Cherry during thclr staie quarterfinal
worked with the
rnatchup on Nov. 20. The Falcons will attempt to win their third straight 2A title on Friday against Louisville
DeSales.
Seminole quarterbacks
for
This Weeke nd
three
seasons
until 1982 when
KHSAA State Football
he became the
Championships
Franklin
head junior varFriday
sity coach and handled scouting
4A: Lone Oak vs Boyle Co
11 a m
2A. Ft Campbell vs Lou DeSales 3 p m
duties. He took over the running
SA: John Hardin vs Highlands 7 p m
backs the following year.
Saturday
This season was Sexton's
3A: Pad Tilghman vs Sor•ei,et 11 a m
1A: Mayfield vs Lex Christian 3 p m
29th as a staff member at the
GA: Lou St Xavier vs Lou Tnnrly 7 p m
school and his 23rd as the
Seminoles' running backs coach,
All games played at Houchens-LT
Smith Stadium at Western Kentucky
where he has helped a slew of
University in Bowling Green
pros learn and refine their skills.
Among the greats the forrner
Purple Flash weren't even supFlorida
State
quarterback
posed to win their district.
coached is Warrick Dunn. who
Tilghman had talent, but got
became Florida State's all-time
off to a 1-4 start while rumors ot
leading rusher in 1996 and findiscord between coaches and
ished his career with 3,989
players swirled.
yards.
The Tornado then became the
Sexton has seen 13 of his
biggest surprise of the playoff
pupils taken in the NFL Draft
after finishing 4-6. They are the
since 1988, including firstonly team still playing that postrounders Dunn, William Floyd
ed a losing record in the regular
(San Francisco 49ers, 1994),
season.
Dexter Carter (San Francisco
Aside
from
western
49ers, 1990) and Sammie Smith
Kentucky's four state champi(Miami Dolphins, 1989).
onship representatives. at least
Franklin, a native of nearby
two other western squads could
Princeton, achieved both his
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
be considered championship- Paducah Tilghman
quarterback Sam Cox is wrapped up by Calloway County defender Bachelor's and Master's degrees
caliber teams.
Michael Treadway during their game on Sept. 25. Cox and the Blue Tornado play in the in education from Murray State,
Murray
played
Fort
Campbeli its toughest gatne of 3A state championship Saturday against Somerset atter finishing the regular season 4- where he was a two-year starter
as a naming back.
the season in the 2A quarterfi- 6.
But what Franklin is most
nals. falling by seven points
lemembered for is when he
after die Falcons scored a lastjoined the University of
minute touchdown.
Kentucky football staff in 1997.
Crittenden County nearly
During
his four-year tenure at
ended Mayfield's season in the
UK. the Wildcats enjoyed
IA quarterfinals. The Rockets
unprecedented success on the
led by 11 points in the fourth
offensive side of the bail,
quarter before Mayfield rallied.
including setting several NCAA,
Both Fort Campbell and
SEC and school records.
Mayfield received stauncher
After coaching running backs
challenges from westem squads
for three seasons, Franklin was
in die quarterfinals than from
narned offensive coordinator for
out-of-region competition in the
the
2000 season and led the
semis.
Wildcats to the nation's seccmdIt's that across-the-board
best passing offense as well as
depth among the area's football
the nation's Ilth best team in
teams that McKee! believes is
total offense.
behind the western surge.
Franklin was also named one
"The overall quality has
of die top 10 recruiters in the
improved when you look at proSouth during his four years at
grams that have come on in just
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Time; Kentucky as he helped lead the
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledge,
die last couple of years," he said.
Mayfield quarterback Luke Guhy Wildcats to their first back-to"Mayfield and Paducah have Lone Oak lineman Cody Cavanaugh (foreground)
fires this pass downfleld in the back bowl appearances in 15
always been there, but Lone Oak and linebacker Chayton Thacker wrap up
Cardinals' Sept. 11 game against years and their first New Year's
Calloway County running back Austin Hargrove
has become a state power.
Calloway County. Mayfield will Day bowl game appearance in
"Then you throw in what during their game on Oct. 9. The Purple Flash
coach (Steve) Duncan has done engage Boyle County In the 4A state champitake on Lexington Christian In the 50 seasons.
Franklin, currently the offenat Murray and what coach (All onship on Friday In a matchup of unbeatens.
1 A state championship game on
sive coordinator at Middle
Saturday
IN See IIVEST. 2B
See IISU, 28
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RACER ROUNDUP

Racers rank in new daily NCAA stats
msu MEN'S,
WOMEN.S
GOLF TEAMS
ADD TALENT
By MU Spirts Intermation
NLAA fele•isCil its basI
ketball national statistics and
rankings Tuesday and it finds
the Murray State men's team
shov,ong up in many categones
'The Racers. highest rankings
arc in field goal percentage and
gteals per game where they are
fourth in the nation in each.
MSU also ranks high in scoring margin 17th), sconng
offense (12thi and field goal
percentage defense ( I I thi.
Individually. the Racers have
representation in the national
rankings ux).
Ivan Aska is I 1th in the
nation in field goal percentage.
while Danero Thomas is 15th in
steals per game.
Fans. coaches and media
outlets will be glad to learn that
the NCAA statistics will be
updated daily instead of once
per week. This is the first time
this has ever happened.
Sports information directors
from all teams and levels of
NCAA basketball are now
downloading their beX F.cores
after each home game to the
NCAA. which enables the
organization to provide the most
updated stets on any given day.
Racer golf otos Travis
Thseemsese, Grant Price
Murray State men's golf
coach Eddie Hunt announced
thc signing of Travis Thompson
anti the transfer of Grant Price.
Thompson, from Benton.
Ky.. will join the MSU program
in the fall of 2010 as a freshman
from Marshall County High
School. while Price. from
Paducah. Ky.. was a member of
the squad this fall after transferring to the Racer program from
:the
University of South
:Alabama.
- —"We're fortunate to have
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Wednesday s Scores
GIRLS BASKETBALL
By The Associated Press
Boone Co 43 Newpon Centre
BOYS BASKETBALL
Calhoec 37
Ekshop Brossen o4 St Henry SS
Cialtatin Lo 55 Ludo* 51 OT
Cov Koh Cross 54 Dayton 50
North Oldham 83 Lou Waggoner 26
Dine Hoghts 67 Conner 58
Soar Co 88 Lex Paul Dunbar 63
Holmes 55 Beechwood 40
Lady Sportan Tournament
Huriey Vs 54 Pate Go Central 49
Garrard Cc 54 Modei 29
Spencer Co 66 Washington Co 41
Lex Sayre 61 Wesi Ntssamwe 25

SportsBriefs
•The Murray State Student Athlete Advisory Council (SAAC) 12
Days of Chnstmas Can Food Dnve began on Tuesday. Nov 17 and will
conclude on Dec 4
This community service proiect is a competition between Ohio Valley
Conference schools to see which athletic department can collect the
most items for a chantable organization in their communrty
MSU's SAAC and student athletes will be collecting items for Need
Line of Catioway County Last year. over 7,700 items for Need Line were
:-ciiiected, including 640 dozen eggs for their Christmas baskets
How can you make a difference? Bring non-penshable food items to
the basketball games on Nov 28 or Dec. 3 or drop (nem off at the
Athletic Department Office in Stesvart Stadium. Any items are welcome
however. Need Line is tow on soup ma(,aroni and cheese tuna. bean.
and peanut butter
You can also make a monetary donation to help purchase eggs
the Chnstnias baskets (collection at the Dec 5 game)

MICHAEL DANN L.dge, &
Travis Thompson will join the Racers after an outstanding run at Marshall
County where
he won the individual championship (Scores of 72-72) of the
Kentucky State
Tournament as a sophomore in 2007 as his squad also took the team
title. Thompson
was also named Kentucky Mr. Golf.

&dill anti Travis join us because career at Logan where he was
we're losing a great senior class the medalist at the NJCAA
which has set the bar high." Region-24 Championship and
Hunt said. "They•11 be able to set the 18-hole and 54-hole scorcome in and help immediately. ing records. He also recorded 13
plus some of our guys who top-10 finishes in his two seahaven't had the chance to make sons.
an impact yet will get the
In his one season at South
chance."
Alabama. Price played in five
Price is sitting out the 2009- events in 2008-09, with a top
10 season, per NCAA rules for finish of 12th place at the
transfers, and will bc a senior for Palmer's Toyota Intercollegiate
MSLI in the fall of 2010.
with rounds of 72-70-72. He
"Coming out of Lone Oak didn't play in the spring of 2009
High School. Grant went to John because of injury.
A. Logan College anti really
In the summer of 2009, Price
improved his game." Hunt said. finished fourth at the Irvin Cobb
"We're lucky to get him nere at Chatnpionship in Paducah with
MSU. He's a long hitter and is rounds of 70-66 and qualified
very capable of going low any- for the Kentucky State Amateur
time."
where he recorded scores of 74Pnce started his collegiate 76 in the rain-shortened event.
Thompson will join the
Racers after an outstanding run
at Marshall County where he
won the individual championship (Scores of 72-72) of the
Kentucky State Tournament as a
sophomore in 2007 as his squad
Sthakk
also took the team title.
leer flaky
Thompson was also named
Appoinanew
Kentucky Mr. Golf.
Today'
"I like to say Travis is an
engineer on the course," Hunt
Full Service OrOdaiKilit Your Curb
said. "He has the type of game
Air C.obditionefteaSed Viut
where he manages it very well
Warm Water Battling • Using All Natuntl Products
and he'll be a very. consistent
33+ Yed111 Experierkx • Minisipie Pet Discount
player for us and won't have any
drop-offs. his short game is outSenior Citizen Discount• Satisfaction Ou.sranteed
standing too."
As a junior in 2008,
'Thompson's MCHS team finished second at state and he lost
the individual title only after
losing in a playoff after he fired
POr
rounds of 71-68. In 2009.
Thompson took fourth at the
state tournament.
There are two MCHS alums
on the Racer team currently,
www.yourmobilegroomer.com
senior Nick and freshman
Patrick Newcomb are brothers.
By Appt: 270-978-2872
Women's golf signs
M-F 7am-7 pm,Sat. 9 am-1 pm
Delaney Howson
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•The Calloway County Touchdown Club Fish Fry will be held
Sunday, Dec. 6 from 11 a.m. to 2 p m at the CCHS cafeterte Tickets
can be purchased from any CCHS football player or by calling (270)
227-3255 or (270) 293-2479. Tickets will be available at the door on
Sunday, Dec. 6 as well The fish fry wiii be catered oy Hoimes Family
Restaurant. Items are being coilected tc raffle at the hsh fry

COLLEGE HOOPS ROITNINIP
Murray State women's golf
coach
Velvet
Milkman
announced the signing of
Delaney Howson of Ontario,
Canada, who will join the
Racers' squad in the fall of 2010
as a freshman.
Howson is the 10th-ranked
player in Ontario and eamed a
spot on the national team of
Ontario that will compett: in the
12th annual Can-Am Matches in
Myrtle Beach, S.C.. in March.
Howson was rartked 44th in
Canada last season and finished
third in the Toronto Star
Women's Amateur. She qualified
for match piay with scores of
79-71 and advanced to the semifinals.
She won the Canadian Junior
Ping Match Play last summer
after qualifying rounds of 76-76.
Other top finishes for Howson
included a third-place showing
in the Ontario Junior Girls
stroke play with scores of 71-75.
She also won the Greens &
Dreams Junior Invitational with
scores of 70-71-73-71.
"I am excited that Delaney
has chosen to join the Racer golf
family," Racer head coach
Velvet Milkman said. "She has a
good understanding of the game
and a tremendous work ethic,
plus she has a desire to
improve."
Howson participates in the
Strive for Excellence Junior
Golf School which is run by
Henry Brunton. the Canadian
National Team men's coach and
National Junior Boys Team
coach.
"Delaney brings the skill set
both on the golf course and in
the classroom." Milkman said.
"I'm excited she's going to be
part of the MSU golf program."
The Racers have won seven
Ohio Valley Conference championships including last spring.

Mad Hatters
No.20
LOUISVILLE
CRUISES BY
STETSON 80-48
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville guard Jerry Smith
didn't waste time punishing
himself following a poor performance in a loss at UNLV last
Saturday.
The senior went straight from
the bus to the practice floor upon
the Cardinals' return and spent
the next tttree hours putting up
shot after shot — 500 in all — in
an effort to find his stroke.
It worked.
Smith poured in a seasonhigh 17 points to lead the 20thranked Cardinals to an easy 8048 win over Stetson on
Wednesday, the kind of bounceback performance he was looking for following two weeks of
misery.
"I haven't been shooting
well. it's been obvious," Smith
said. "I'm going to continue to
(put in the extra work) until I get
into a rhythm...
Smith can keep working on
his jumper, but it was his decision to get into the lane for
layups that pleased coach Rick
Pitino, who had chastised Smith
for settling for too many 3pointers.
"I think the best way to get
your confidence going is to get
some easy baskets," Pitino said.
"I didn't tell him to take it to the
basket, he just did it...
And he did it early. Smith
was fouled trying to knife
thmugh the lane on Louisville's
second possession. He did it
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again moments later, tossing in .
layup while absorbing contao
It's the kind of aggressive pla.
!
he lacked during his recent
slump.
Smith came in averaging just
6.8 points on 30 percent shooting over his last four garnes,
numbers Pitino attributed to
Smith taidng too many' jumpers
with a hand in his face.

•MSU
From Page 1B
Tennessee State University, has
authored a nationally-acclaimed
book, Fourth Down and Life To
Go, which chronicled the good,
bad and ugly experiences of his
college football journey.
Franklin just finished his first
season at MTSU, where he
serves as the Blue Raiders offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach.
Another name that originally
surfaced on footballscoop.com
was North Carolina State linebackers coach Andy McCollum,
who had applied for the job, but
on Wednesday. footballcoachscoop.com
reported
that
McCollum had since withdrawn
his name from consideration.
On Nov. 16, MSU athletic
director Allen Ward announced
the finng of Matt Griffin after
four years on the job.
Gnffin endured a 3-7 overall
record and 2-5 mark in the Ohio
Valley Conference this past season and was a combined 6-26 in
his tenure at Murray. State.

•West
From Page 1B
Stames has done over at
Cnttenden. Those are programs
that hadn't been there in the
past. I think it's just an overall
improvement."
But before western Kentucky
football fans get too far ahead of
themselves, only Fort Campbell
enters Friday as a favonte in
their matchup against Louisville
DeSales.
Second-ranked Mayfield will
be a slight underdog to topranked Lexington Christian
while Tilghman will have to
unseat 3A's top team in undefeated Somerset.
Lone Oak has perhaps the
toughest matchup, squaring off
against
undefeated
Boyle
County. which has occupied
4A's No. 1 spot since August.
But McKee] knows the
squads his team faced can pack a
punch. as well. And he's got a
message for the rest of the state
— don't underestimate the west.
"It would be nice if we could
bring home four state championships," he said. "Obviously,
we've got our work cut out for
us. But it would be good for not
only those programs, but also
for football on this side of the
state."
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GET THIS 17C1
AD FOR ONLY
375.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916 I

C.A. JONES
,!()Up,1.1.(.

Controller

NOTICE
Advertisers are
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect Insertion
Any error should be
reported immediatlely so corrections can
be made.

THE Murray tedger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
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DISCLAIMER
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"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger com.
you will be redirected

to tohnetwork ,orri
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FTiPT office manager/bookkeeper
that
uses Ouickbooks as
our software We offer
flexible hours anti have
seasonal busy times
Pay is based on experience and use of
quickbooks Apply at
Rolling Hills Nursery oi
call 293-5519 day
MEDICAL
Office
Professional Experienced medical
office professional of
multi-doctor
clinics
wanted. We are looking for highly motivated
individuais with more
than 2 years experience in clinic management. medical billing
and coding. as well as
all aspects of clinic
management
Huge
grovrth opportunity with
an existing company
starting a new division
All applications handled conhoentially Mail
your resume to Attn:
Human
Resources,
P.O. Box 548, Paris,
Tennessee. 38242
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Prepares dady c,ash how worksheets,
logs
daily bank transactions and distnbutes to
managemenUcorporate.
Posts accounts receivable and miscellaneous cash receipts transactions Maintain aii
accounts payaMe files and records
Process and post invoices, employee
expense reports and internal check requests
for multiple locations
Prepares and posts Journal entnes.
Posts cancelled checks for items that have
cleared the bank.
Prepares monthty reconciliations for inclusion in the reconciliation binder
• Performs account analysis or detailed
review for identified accounts with supporting
documentatior
• Documents financial transachons by entering account information. Summarizes
current
financial status by coitecting information,
preparing balance sheet. profit and loss statement, and other reports.
• Reconciles financial discrepanciee by collecting and analyzing account information
. Complies with federai. state, and locai legal
requirements by studying requirements.
enforcing adherence to requirements; filing
reports. advising management on needed
actions
• Other duties may be assigned.

Requirements'

Bacheicirs degree (B. A.) from four-year college Of university: two to three years related
expenance and'or training: or equivalent combination of education and expenence.
Accounting Degree required CPA preferred

0

S26 & Under
; ...
Designer Inspired • .
Handbags & Jewelry '.•

Booth 066

PULMO Dose is now
hinng for a
Warehouse
Supervisor. Duties
include, accomplishing
warehouse human
resource objectives by
selecting, orienting,
training, assigning,
MOM COMPUTERS
scheduling, coaching.
Service/Sales
counseling. and disciRepairs/Upgrades
plining emptoyees,
759.3556
communicating job
t40
expectations, planning,
monitoring, appraising
Want to Buy
job contributions;
adhering to policies
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
and procedures.
753-3633
Meets warehouse
BUYING old U.S. Coin
operational standards
collections
Paying
by contributing wareBlue Book value.
house information to
293-6999
strategic plans and
CASH paid for
reviews; implementing
good, used guns
production, productiviBenson
Sporting
ty, quality. and cusGoods, 519 S. 12th.
tomer-service stanMurray.
dards, resolving problems identifying wareWANT to buy: Large
hcuse system
wood burning stove or
improvements The
wood burning furnace,
successful candidate
must be large Call
will have three to five
435-4148 or 293-6966
supervisory
years of
WANT TO BUY:
experience and prior
USED GUITARS,
work experience in a
AMPS & PEDALS.
team-onented environ(2701339-4092
ment is required. A
minimum edurationai
iso
Articles
background of high
For SIM
schoot diploma or
GED equivalent is also
BLUE & Cold
required Please noti7-year-old, hand-fed
fy us of your interest
Marge cage,
by ernailing us at
asking-S1,500. EZ-go
resurne.pulmodose00 r
electric goit cart. 6-new
otech.com or you can
battenes,
stop into our facility to
asking-$ 2,500.
complete an applica(270)227-8701
tion. M-F Bam-5pm, at
LIFT chair, 1tke-new,
120 Max Hurt Dnve
good color $375.00
Murray, KY 42071 We
753-4078 293-0158
are an Equal
VACUUM cleaners.
Opportunity Employer
late model. Rainbow,
Kirby & Electrolux
Bags, belts
hoses.
Jerry Sporting Goods.
Mayfield.
AGNES'S
Cleaning
WE Cane Chairs
Service
Residential.
Shemwells Antiques
Business
492-8308
Experienced.
references available Call
for estimate Insured &
Bonded 556-4287
WILL sit with elder,
:
Have references
270-227-5069

Check ue
out on
tha yeah!
wire rnuniyiedger.eorn

io

*New items edded NNeekly*

Trends &Treasures Mall
New 1,800 square foot home in great locatror
off 641 North wrth easy access to Murray A' Benton 3 bedrooms. 2-1,'2 baths. 2 car garage
city water. Jacuzzi tub, appliances paved le,central teA Pnced to sell $139 500
Call (270)293-6222

i Old Uncle kff's Building)

Appliances
ALMOND
electric
range. good condition
clean $175. 759-1987,
226-3470.
BLACK Fiigidaire sideby-side
refrigerator,
25 9 cu.-ft. ice & water
in door. $400. 4365508 293-5508
LARGE
SELECTIOPI
uSeo APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

OAK Bedroom set with
full bed 753-3632
SALE! Twin mattress
sets. starting $149.95.
full sets $199.95, ail
furniture on sale,
Carraway Fumrture
105 N. 3rd 753-1502

Sporting Goods,
Mayfield

Firewood 293-2487
Mobil Homes For SW
12 x 65 2BR 1 bath
nice house $4500
includes move and set
up 270-994-1595

Mobile Homes For illsoti
3BR 2BA, newly
remodeled. Could be
furnished.
(270)293-3183
LARGE 3BR
753-6012.

$295.

1 OR 2br apts rea
downtown
Muriay
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR Apt, upstairs,
some utilities paid, no
pets $270/mo
767-9037
1BR, 1BA apt. w/d
$350
2BR townhouse w ', d
$455
Please call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-7559
1BR. price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2 Bedroc.im, stove, ref..
C/H/A. elec gas.
water furnished, oven,
shop downtown,
$450.00 per month.
Call (270)293-0301

2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR. stove & refrigeraor. dw. wid hook-up,
C,1-1/A. $550/mo. 1 yr
lease. 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174.
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel KY

4819, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

must have references
$450 month.$450
security.
(270)976-7441

1505 Diugutd Drive
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD IMO-545-1SM
Est 283 .
6
Equai opportunity

tkini Furneatens

saddlebags Jerry's

2BR duplex, w/appli
ances & carport no
pets Call 227-7414

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

605 E South 12th St
(270) 753-1713

MOTORCYCLE
helmets. iadrets, boots
Domestic & Cniidcars
L___
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR?
DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-580.6

,111•111•1=1,

HOUSE FOR SALE

"A1FFORDABLE"

Please subma your resume to
careersOchucteones net

DEDICATED,
selfmotivated.
experenced licensed massage Therapist, natltechs & tattoo artists
for existing business in
Benton. Please call
(270)252-0979 for an
interview.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Departrnent at 753-1916
ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or atop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours:
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Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water,
trash, and furnish ail
appliances ircluding
washer & dryer. Only
$550/mo
You won't tind a nicer

LARGE 2BR/1BA in
city, lust remedeted
new heating
A/C.
W/D hook-up. stove.
fridge. big yard. no
pats. rent $450 plus
utilities, annual lease
Tel. 270-767-1176
SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
frorn City limits Deposit
& Lease No pets
$395
753-6156
360
Stomps Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

BUYER Fell Through,
1 Poopom puppy
753-2251

CKC

Miniature
Pinscher
puppies
Black & tan, $150
Ready 12,20/09
270-578-0180
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
FULL BLOODED labs
$75 female, S5C male
436-5517

NEAR MSU, 2BR,
1 BA. CHA, all appliances, $450, no pets.
ref
+deposit 753-1059
NEAR university Like
new large 2BR C/HiA
Low utifities Quiet,
What you've been
looking for $440
deposit
(270)978-0913

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W'D.
refrigerator.
stove.
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

(270)210-1468
3BR, 1-V2 bath. newty
renovated, 1517
Glendale, $750,mo..
no pets. Call after
4:00p.m.
284 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

2BR duplex, C/H/A,
various
locations
Coleman RE.
753-9898

2BR bnck, appliances
furnished. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308

2BR Duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances. newty
remodeled
1270)753-0259

2BR, 1BA. CHA,
Appls, W,'D hook-up.
quiet country. no pets
Call after 5 227-4113

ENERGY saving new
home. 2,244 sq.ft
under roof, 3BR, 2BA,
icath ceilings). 2 car
garage. coacrete dnve,
patio & front porch, no
city taxes. $8,000
rebate, first time buyers 210-3781,
559-2032.
NEW 2.100sq.ft. 2BR.
2BA. 2 car garage.
county gas/water near
Murray, hilltop acre.
$144,000
270-519-8570

HOLIDAY
All sizes in

n; your needs

OPEN HOUSE

[fleeted by
row radio !lotion

DEB'S PLACE

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rivertleld Estates.
'BG Real Prope
Professionals
293-7872

DEXTER, KY
SATURDAY

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Celt (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI

Door prizes,
refreshments.

1850 SI Rt. 12tS
Murray.KY 42071

430
Rol Estate
26R
Duplex
in
Northwood $98,300
270-293-1446

SPECIAL!!!
This 1x1.5
could be yours
for ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

270-763-5662
NI 11% (WEN"
NON NIII/HAt.1

4-PLEX 281 Native
Circle, Benton $1,760
gross monthly rent
Must sell $180,000
obo 978-1644
Murrav ledger & Times Fair
Hot.nb Act Nolsce

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
orner

111

& Glendale

lest5S411
t270r 436-2524
1270i 293-6906

10X10 $25

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

ESTABLISHED professional business office
setup for sale in down•
town Benton. Phone
system. fax. printing.
very reasonable rent,
water provided. Four
large rooms. 3 small
and 2 bathrooms.
$6.500. Call
270-227-0521.

ACA Registered Tiny
Yorkie
girl.
home
raised, vet checked.
health
guaranteed
$600 436-5508
293-5508
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460

Hams Rs Sile
11,000-SQ.FT. home in
6BR, 6BA.
indoor pool, gymnasium. (26' tall ceiling),
5acres lake, lots of outside decks, 5 acres up
to Nacres. 559-2032.

country.

2,1BR, 2BA brick. 2car garage. large-storage barn on comer lot
just south of Murray,
priced under appraisal
753-3119 293-2482

I

We Buy Houses'.
Debt

Relief'

en Estate '
Foreshwure''
Local Home Buyers
Can Help,
Ns: Cuma To Vot:
No Equity OK
761110ME.COM
(2701 76I-HOMF.
Selling

470

notorcydes ATV's
YAMAHA Blaster 4wheeler runs good
$600 436-5508
293-5508
480
Auto Parts

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20

mounted

Call 753-5606
490
Used Cars

.

06 Toyota Avalon limit
ed. new fires. silver.
61,000 miles, 18.900
obo. 293-6430.
2002 Honda Civic.
app.-100.000 miles.
4-door automatic
w/CD. till. cruise. factory silver paint. eiec-

RENOVATED
4BR.
1BA home near hospital. Beautiful hard- tnc windows
and mirwood/tile floors, sun- rors
Great gas
room. basement. applimileage. Excellent
ances, new C/H/A, condition.
1 -owner
2,200 sq.11. $8,000 first 293-3215.
time home buyer
01 Taurus. 82k,
,
rebate 270-761-1317
$3,100 293-7675

at
Booth LM

ct..counts

WAREHOUSES

,,,i,„;,1 \
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-49134
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD rit-Ann-648.60,56

3BR. 1BA investment
rental
nouse. 713
Sycamore,
Murray.
$550 gross monthly
rent
$60,000 obo
978-1644

for all ages
;adult & kids)

or cleaner apartment,

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. Chi/A, W&D
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696.
293-4600

2BR,
2BA
2-car
garage, brick, excellent
conditior & neighborhood. 1402 Cardnial
Dr . Murray. Reduced
$120.000 obo.
978-1644.

BACKYARD
PATIO
YARD SALE
1301 A PEGGY
ANN DRIVE
BEHIND DWAIN
TAYLOR
FRI & SAT
8:00-3:00
Lots of stuff

(270)492-8211
LARGE 2BR. 2 full
baths, all appliances,
C/H/A, lawn service
227-5173

2007 Calumet Way
4BR. 3.5BA. see it
online' at
2007calumetway.com.
767-0/06.

2000 Daewoo. 77.000
miles, 4-cyl automatic
$2.400.00.
Phone
i 270)435-4317

977 Dodge class C

motor

home. . - runs

great. 270-978-302'2
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CLASSIFIEDS
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•DivORCE with or without children $95 With
FREE name change
documents and mantel
settlement agreement
rest and easy Call us
24hrs; 7days 1-8887 8 9
0 1 9 8

WORK
•TRAVELPARTY. PLAY Florida
Bounci, National company now hiring 18+
sharp guys gals to
work travet entire USA
2wks PAID naming.
transportation & lodging
furnished PAID DAILY!
Returns guaranteed
Call Today Start Tocleyl
1-888-741-2190

*DRIVERS
COL-A
FLATBED Up to 40
Home Tome
CPM
OTR
Benefits
Experience Required
No telonies Top Earner
$69 000 Carrier since
1928' 800 441 4271
xKY-100

HIRING
•DnversFLATBED DRIVERS
Great pay & Benefits
•Orre order One check
Home EVERY week 1
iNSTRUCTIONAL
One smart move' Save
year tractor- trailer
time and money by
*ATTEND COLLEGE experience required
making one call to
ONLINE from Home Cali nett:S-608-5238, or
place' a 25-word class'
online
at
'Medical. 'Busines:: apply
Kentucky
70
fied 'in
www averatcareers co
'Paralegal
only
for
neWspapers
•Accounting "Cnminal m Equal Opportunity
$250 For more inforJustice Job placement Employer
mation, contact the
assistance Computer •DriversImmediate
classified department
availabie Financial Aid
Need! Regional & OTR
of this newspaper or
a qualified Call 866positions
available
call KPS 1-502-2234 6 0 - 9 7 6 5
NOW! CDL-A w/ Tanker
882t
www CentruaOnline co
REO'D. Outstanding
FOR SALE
rn
pay & benefits! Call a
Network •FREE HEAVY EQUIP- recruiter TODAY! 877•-DISH
OPERATOR 484-3061 www oakley$19 99/mo Why Pay MENT
Vlore For TV? 100+ TRAINING Must be transportcom
Channels FREE 4- LAID OFF, Collecting
•Flattied Company &
Room Install FREE Unemployment
or
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Her.,DVR Plus $600 exhausted
benefits
have 2 years Steel Coil
Call
BONUS
Sign-up
Funding Thru STATE
Exp. 0/0Ps must have
1-866-240-3844
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WIA Program AMERIown trailer P. equipCAN HEAVY EQUIPDishFREE
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*Gat
MENT TRAINING 866$19 99/
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nno HBO & Showlime
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MEDICAL
Channels
FREE,
525-3383 ext 8 or
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apply
•Ky Health Training:
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Certified
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HELP WANTED
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•Pert•Time,
Homeable TRUCK AMERI•BIH
Trucking
CA TRAINING 866Intern.et
Based
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Company
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51000/ month or more.
•PTL OTR Drivers. New
COLNO
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Flexible hours. Training
Earn up to $900' week. Pay Package! Great
orovrded. No selling
endorsed Miles! Up to 46cpm. 12
Company
requiled. FREE details
experience
COL Training. Job months
sevnie.k348.com
assistance. Financial required. No felony or
assistance 888-780- DUI past 5 years. 877•Spencerian College
740-6262
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(Lexington)
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inccorn
adjunct instructors in *Driver- Flatbed Dnvers
EleOtronic Engineenng. - We have the Freight to
•WT1 Transport. Flatbed
Requires Bachelor's make you $$ Must
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Company
0/0s &
degree with certifica- apply within 30 days
Drtvers. Wanted. Highly
tions and held expen- Giess-A CDL Western
mchvated, professional
ence to teach A+ hard- Express 888-801-5295
flatbed drivers. Offering
*a-re/software
freight & stability. Great
Microsoft server and
Pay/ Benefits Package.
Sondem Meese
teaching experience
800-828-6452
Call
Winter
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AUCTION
OPEN CONSIGNMENT
EQUIPMENT AUCTION
at the Murray-Cidloway County Fairgrounds

Y01.711
ICOULD.B.E.
HERE FOR
ONLY $15.00
• A MONTH
.CALL 753-1916

Saturday, December 5th 4..1 10:00 a.m.
Mill Electric
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1177 12
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Since 1986
24 noum soma
Res.. Com.& Ind
Licensed & Insured
jobs - big or small

' 753-9562
*2-pull type fertilizer buggies .2-FMC Sidewinder
15' bush hog •Bush Hog SM60 5' brush mower with
self contained to,,,d pump 'Allis Chalmers 60000
dual tire pneumatic forklift .1D 22' Hydraulic fold
disc •DMI 24' basket roller •Massey Ferguson Super
490 22' disc
)tractor "SD 850 cultomulcher
•1996 GMC Toplock with flatbed. lenerator. toolboxes, and 14' sers ice boom •6' sidewinder bush hog
•Datsun 6000, dual pneumatic forklift w/sideshift
"John Deere 9500 combine SN x632267 3642 Eng
2621 Sep •JD 922 flex head .1D 643 corn head with
1 yr old corn reel .20 EZ Trail header wagon •Shop
built header wagon .350 bu auger wagon •2004
Intemattonal 4300 truck 466 eng Allison auto 150k
flatbed witool boxes •1370 Case tractor open station
'John Deere 7000 6 IV% planter is/corn meters and
monitor •Grasity wagon with self contained
l'nsertenh hOraulic auger •Kewanee 20' hyd told
disc •1973 Chevrolet tandem PAIC grain truck dual
hoist w/20' bed 427 eng Allison auto .2-upright free
qanding grain bins •Brush Bandit 6' dupper
'Hoelscher 1000 - 10 hale accumulator • Bale Master
)• bale accumulator •Bale Master bale grapple
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34$4 North 12th Street • NIurry.
42871
take': 278-7M-Shl.E17253) or
27A-785-4479
lomny. ("hat•Is • Broker7Suctiontyr
.sy,.chastssoutiortscom
Kent ts-1,, Suctioneers icenm- YP2521

LAM
LAWN SERVKI
Minaink, Manicuring,
landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guatmiteed
753-1816 227-0611
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Boren

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
•Garages
*Water & Terrnlie
Damage
*Decks
+Some, Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

!ES..

of:;;.!7i4=ern gil'rerzreplii-z1
--„. (ADVANCE NOTICE)

• •A l 4 la •111.•la•A

A Am.

ESTATE AUCTION)
111surasiday, MIND 17tts - 10:00 ASS
The Leto Wasyno Morrow Rotate
01111colkstrams as, IlKeirst assalc

253 -ACRES =LT
Selling In One Trott
Hear Reelfoot WikIIIM
Irifuge
IS3 ACRES ARE IN THE WRP PROGRAM
OUTSTANDING NUNTING • DUCK BLINDS
WATERFOWL - DEER - 1 URKEV
TREE ESTOAANNEN7 SMALOW 1111701A11.AS
FOOD PLOTS • NATIVE GRASSES
Hickman s SW Edge, Take Hen El West 5
To Hwy 311 Turn LIM And Proceed South
N111818.10 Fulton County, KY
7 5 Wise Southwest Of Htclarian Kentucky
6.51 Acme In Hickman On 1099 By Pass
Mocrove Fenn SO1 100 Shop Heisoquarlsra
80,000 Busher Orren Storage
PLUS. THE FINEST .101101 GEM li CASE IN
LON HOUN EOUtPMENT TO BE FOUND
wvvvvv. arrierarcanah.com

Sat. Jan 2nd At 10:00 A.M.
Jaime &III rat
INInazen11., OCaNiiratt &acidic yr
MACHISIVER V litIGHILICINTS
Tractors - Casa IH 7220, 1332 Hours
IH 544 Dsl, 3000 Hours
Case IN 11140 Adel Rim Comblarard Rr Aot
11120 - 21' Rad Vann Plettria, 11183 Cani INN
very Moe La Allanni Maio Trucks
Planting - Tillage Equipage'"?

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION, repair
& maintenance On
doors & operators
Residential & comma(
cial L °catty owned &
293-2357.
operated
435-4049

Early Consigned Tractors
Fore 7710 SIFWO 1400 Noma,*Moods 215 Loader
Bohlier Winn* ni0 Ginnie It MF1VD, 1170 Sours

BRUSH &
HAMMER

Akke.49. &,•th C

This WIII OA An OPEN SALE
For Vann NiaotiIner y Coostailasensinests.....
If Vas awe moomoory To Sell,
Commasso To Ttsta 19mo Assotleaalt
Can 270-623-6406 For Clortalisf1
•

• Painting • Fix-ite

JAMES
R. CASH
[
.jr,F-A,:-- ct,,i,-Ap:,. ,,,E,K.,,2zE74:jarE?;:NE,_ it,

(270) 436-2228

AUCTIONEER & REAL
BROKER
FANCY FARM KY- 270-623-8466
% Pl.1.1i / oNt •

ff‘rsd

& special
Neatly owned/operated
79041.51,293-2723,
' 293-2764
t.tanite,

L 270-29.3-5624

• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

-

YEARRY'S
Tree
Free estiService
Phone
mates
436-2562, 227-0267

.3301 St. RitA2tat..
7534087.

nt

WEST
Calloway County
Development
•Track hoe, dozer,.
backhoe work 4 septic
systems, top soil &
gravel for sale We
build you a Home to
Suite your Needs.
270-210-3781,
270-559-2032
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'Best Christmas Pageant Ever'
11.4.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
tneir own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsiPility whatsoever tor their
activrtieS,

Pool Tabie Guy,
29 Years Expeaerce
Pco Tables Eloto Sold,
Samosa and Wyse
731 819-465

. GOT" LEAVES?

Sirnrnon's Handyman
& Carpentry Sennce
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570
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BY TOM BERRY
STAFF WRITER
Paducah's Market House Theatre
will present "The Best Christmas
Pageant Ever" a play based on the
popular children's book by Barbara
Robinson starting Dec. 10.
This hilarious holiday tale features a couple stniggling to put on 4
Christmas pageant is faced with
casting the Herdman kids - probably
the most inventively awful kids in
history. The Herdman kids steal,
scream, fight, and smoke cigars.
Their classmates are only safe from
them at church. That is, until an
innocent comment brings the
Herdmans into church and starring
in the annual Christmas pageant.
Soon the congregation is running for
cover, according to advance publicity conceming the play on the theatre's Web site. As the Herdman
gang collides with the Christmas
story head-on - the entire community ends up discovering the tnie
meaning of the season.
The theatre is located at MHT's
Studio Theatre at 120 South Second
St. Perfomiances are scheduled for
Dec. 10-13, and 19 - 20 in Market
House Theatre mainstage. T'here are
weekday school matinee performances on Dec. 10. I I and 14.
Written by Barbara Robinson.
you won't believe the mayhem-- and
the fun-- when the Herdmans collide
with the Christmas story head on,
according to publicity inforrnation
published by MHT officials.

JL JL.1..JP Li LI 16.,/

im AC1
4r1
1I%tad aLi %."

The cast of the play will include a
!arge number of children and teens
as well as adults. The roles include
those of Mr. and Mrs. Bradley, the
six Herdman kids who range in age
from 6 to 13, a Rev. Hopkins, Beth
and Charlie Bradley, an angel choir,
a host of gossipy church ladies, firefighters and many children of all
ages. The play is directed by April
Cochran.
"The Best Christmas Pageant
Ever" - titled -The Worst Kids In
The World" in Australia, New
Zealand and the UK - was written by
Robinson in 1972. It tells the story
of six children, the Herdmans, who
are poorly behaved. delinquent and
Violent. They go to church for the
first time merely because they
believe that snacks are handed out at
Sunday School. Instead, they find
themselves involved in the annual
Christmas Play. Everyone thinks the
Pageant will turn out to be a disaster,
but they arC pleasantly surprised.
The book was adapted into a television movie in 1983. It has also been
adapted for the stage and is a popular choice for community and professional children's theaters dunng
the holiday' season. The Herdmans
have been featured in two sequels,
"The Best Halloween Ever" and
"The Best School Year Ever."
For more information about the
Photo provided
play for Market House Theatre. call
The children in the Market House Theatre's production
Michael Cochran at 1-270444-6828
of "The Best Christmas Pageant Ever" pose for a cast
or toll free at 1-888-MHT-PLAY.
photo.

Horoscope

270-978-5655
270-759-9295
Deer Accident, etc.
Call Boggess Body
Shop
Where your insurance
agents go. Since 1970

for
PTRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, Dec. 4, 2009:
This year, you'll have many
appear
opportunities
that
through a key partner. fnend or
family member -- one or all of
436-2667 Lamb's
them. Don't nix these chances,
Professional Tree
but rather look to better days and
Service. Complete tree happier times. People really like
removal, gutter
to do for you. Zero in on your
cleaning, hauling, etc.
goals, making a key one a realiInsured. Emergency
ty. Yes, it might take a lot of
293-1118
work, but it is very worthwhile.
tI1111
If you are single, you enjoy
t'1,11, t
Ak
yourself, especially around a
wiser or more sedate friend.
This person could introduce you
to a new crowd. If y.ou are
attached, the two of you connect
270 ;03 1016
well. lust don't try to be more
'
. •
ALL carpentry con- important than your partner.
struction. Remodeling, CANCER cares a lot about you.
additions, all home &
mobile home repers, The Stars Show the Kind of
metal, roofs. decks, Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
much more. Larry- 4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
Nimmo 227-0587,
1 -Difficult
753-2353
ARIES(March 21-Apd1 19)
*a a* Matters move with
greater ease. but how much of
this can be contributed to the
fact that this is the end of the
week? People finally are receptive and more open' You still
c-ould have some difficulty with
one key person. Tonight: Live it
up.
(270)970-1701
TAURUS (AprII 20-May 20)
***** Keep comrnunication
DRYWALL repair & flowing, even if you feel as if you
painting Free esti
want to toss your hands in the
mates 270-873-9916
air Your ability to relate and get
down to the very basics could
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
make a difference in a discusTrimming,
removal. sion Tonight. Hang wtth some
stump grinding. fire. friends
wood Insured
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
489-2839
*** Be more sensitive to your
ALLIANCE
TREE & LAWN
.CAFIE.
PROFESSIONALS
*Licensed &.
'insured
•Sturiepflemoval
keavp your Yard.
- rut free - ;
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budget and the choices you
make. You have a lot going on,
and events happen out of the
blue. Start working on yout
Chhstmas list, but don't lose
sight of your budget. Stay on top
of your game. Tonight: Your
treat
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** VVhen you make the
effort to reach out to someone,
you could be surprised by this
person's reaction. Not everyone
has the same mind-set and can
flow like you. Tonight: The world
is your oyster.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You could become a bit off
or not willing to state your case_
Keep your own counsel until you
feel more comfortable. Know
that when the tirne is right. you
will reveal more of your feelings.
Tonight: Know what you want.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
***** lero in an and understand exactly what it is you want.
Investigate what someone suggests, even if you aren't totally
comfortable with the !iscal ramifications Could there he a way
around this? Tonight Where the
gang is.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Know that you must
accomplish what someone else
asks of you. You could be worn
down and tired by recent events
Know when to say ''enough "
You have been a bit more stiff
than in the past. Tonight: A must
appearance.
SCORPIO (OCt. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Reach out for others at a
distance. You could be a bit tired
or withdrawn Understand that
hotding yourself and your feelings back so tightly could cause
problem Tonight Take off at,
soon as you can
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)

**** You might need to
rethink a situation and decide
which way you want to go. Listen
to your inner voice. Take a more
serious look at a fnendship that
demands a lot of energy from
you. Tonight: Make time for a
special friend
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jart. 19)
***** Cthers seem to present one idea after another. In
some cases. it might be one invitation after another. You will be
hard-pressed to answer yes. You
have very little options as far as
you can tell. Tonight. Just don't
be alone.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Clear your desk as soon
as possible. You'll find that you
will accomplish much more if you
remain even and steady. Honor

Domestfc Short hair gray
and white mix, one year, female

who you are and don't let negativity prevent you from hitting a
home run. Tonight: TGIF with coworkers.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) •
***** Listen to news with an
eye to greater opportunity. If
you're not careful, you could oreate a strong case of jealousy
with a partner or loved one. You
don't want to do that, do yoU?
Tonight Teamwork counts.
BORN TODAY
TV host Tyra Banks (1970)
musician Dennis Wilson (1944),
hip-hop artist Jay-Z (1970)
*"
Jacqueline Blgar Is on Me

intermit
gaccom.

www.iscquelinebi-

Sunny D, Maine Coon, Tabby mix,
Orange, one year, male

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
Fie more information
Murray-Calloway

t

County Animal Shelter '

at (270) 759-4141
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Ten years ago
. Published is a picture of students of Murray Preschool Co-op
00 a field tnp to Me West Kentucky Exposition Center at Murray State University. The chilMkn were able to take pony ndes
while at the center
Local high school football players named for honorable mention
by the All State Fixaball
Players
by the Kentucky Associated Press
were Renaldo Hill and Anthony
Cogdell of Murray High School
and Josh Burchett. Tony Ryan.
Adam Scott and Daniel Garner
of Calloway County High School.
Murray State University Racers won 68-58 over Austin Peay
m a basketball game at Clarksville,
Tenn
Twenty years ago
Published is a incture of Murray Fire Department Firemen Ricky
Stewart..Harold Hill and Mike
Eykes skirting through tops donated to the department for the annual Chnstrnas party for underprivileged children of Murray and
Calloway County on Dec. 21 at
the First Baptist Church Annex.
The photograph was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Robert (Buddy) Buckingham
has been elected to the Board of
Directors of the Haiti( of Murray.
Births reported include a girl
lc. Margaret and Bruce Downs
and a girl to Stella and Johnny
14cKinney, Nov,. 30.
7 Thirty years ago
Murray-Calloway' County AirRart Board voted immediately to
aecept a $50.000 state loan to be
used for the new t-hariger project. according to Dr Hugh Oakley., board chamnan.
Dale Finney, delegate from Calloway
County
High School,
received the best speaker award
at the Kentucky United Nations
Assembly held in Louisville. Other
CCHS representatives were Chris
Taylor, Mike Jackson. Marcia Cunningham, Julie Gargus. arid Larry
England, speech teacher of CCHS.
In high school basketball

games. Calloway Lakers lost 7463 to Ballard County with Keith
Lovett high scorer for Calloway
and Murray Tigers lost 76-54 to
Tilghman w ith Crittensien high
scorer for Muiray
Forty years ago
Army Specialist Jerry Douglas
Rawls V.41% killed in action while
on a patrol in Vietnam He is the
sun of Mr and Mrs Leonard
Rawls
Dixie Hopkins of Murray has
been named as speech therapist
for the Calloway County School
System and will assume laer duties
Jan. 30. 1970 after completion
her bachelor of science degree at
MuiTa) Slate University, according to Supt. William B. Miller.
Mr, Paul Dailey Sr. presented a study. of the book, "Sons of
Ishmael. How Shall We Hear" at
a meeting of the Woman's Missioniuy Society at Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
Fifty years ago
The Hazel High School Chapter of the Future Farmers of America held its annual parent-son banquet at the Murray Star College
Student Union building.
Recent births reported at Murray' Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Roberts and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs.Franklin Dowdy.
Murray State College Racers
won 96-90 over Union University in a basketball game at Murray State. Gene Herndon was high
point player for Murray with 19
points.
Sixty years ago
Dr Rainey T. Wells was the
speaker at a meeting of the Murray Magazine Club held at the
home of Mrs. Leslie Putnam.
Mrs. Gladys Hale of Murray
will represent Murray Grove No.
136 of Murray at the national
convention of the Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle in Miami,
Fla.
Bii...s reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Noah Stations,
Nov.. 15.

Poem is a reminder of joy Was pseudogout to blame
special children can bring
for neck, back pain?
DEAR ABBY: A few years
ago, you printed a poem about
children with special needs having been sent by God to special parents who can nurture
and care for them.
Our neighbors -- dear friends
of ours -have a new
baby
who
has
challenges.
Although
there
are
days
that
bring with
them frustrations, this
Dear Abby loving couple is doing
By Abigail
a wonderful
Van Buren
job of parenting their
beautiful little girl.
With the holidays approaching, would you print that poem
again? I would like to give a
copy to my neighbors. -- IN
AWE IN MARYLAND
DEAR IN AWE: The poem
you're referring to is titled,
"Heaven's Very Special Child,"
and it's certainly worth sharing again. The author, Edna
Massimilla, wrote it after her
daughter -- a child with Down
syndrome -- was born.
I have always found its
message to be very moving
and, when I spoke to Edna.
she told me it was written to
emphasize that every creation
is for a purpose. She's in her
90s now arid still writing poems
and songs -- especially for
children with disabilities. Read
on:
HEAVEN'S VERY
SPECIAL CHILD
A meettng was held quite
far from Earth.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Hall, with Gershwin himself at
Today is Thursday, Dec. 3, the the piano.
337th day of 2009. There are 28
In 1947, the Tennessee Wilhams
days left in the year.
play. "A Streetcar Named Desire"
Today's Highlight in History: opened on Broadway.
On Dec. 3. 1984, thousands
In 1953. the musical "Kismet"
of people died after a cloud of opened on Broadway.
methyl isocyanate gas escaped from
In 1960. the musical "Camelota pesticide plant operated by a opened on Broadway.
Union Carbide subsidiary in
In 1967. surgeons in Cape
Bhopal. India.
Town, South Africa led by Dr.
On this date:
••••"Christiann Sussed performed the
In 1818, Illinois was admitted first humtut hean transplant on
as the 21st state.
Louis Washkansky, who lived 18
In 1828. Andrew Jackson was days with the new. heart. The 20th
elected president of the United Century Limited, the famed luxStates by the Electoral College.
ury train. completed its final run
In 1833, Oberlin College in from New York to Chicago.
Ohio — the first truly coeducaIn 1979, II people were killed
tional school of higher learning in a crush of fans at Cincinnati's
in the United States — began Riverfront Stadium, where The
holding classes.
Who were performing.
In 1925, Concerto in F by
:n 1992, the Greek tanker
-George Gershwin had its world pre- Aegean Sea spilled 21.5 million
miere at New York's Carnegie gallons of crude oil when it ran
ESAESV E3

aground off northwestern Spain.
Ten years ago: World Trade
Organization talks collapsed in
Seattle. Six firefighters died while
battling a fire in an abandoned
Worcester. Mass.. industrial building. Scientists fatled to make contact with the Mars Polar Lander
after it began its fiery descent
toward the Red Planet; the spacecraft is presumed destroyed. Ton
Murden of the United States
became the first woman to row
across the Atlantic Ocean alone
as she arrived at the French
Caribbean island of Guadeloupe,
81 days after leaving the Canary
Islands near the coast of Afnca.
Billionaire banker Edmond Safra
suffocated in a smoke-filled bathroom in his Monaco apartment,
Amencan nurse Ted Maher confessed to setting the fire that lulled
the 67-year-old Safra.
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It was time again for another birth
Said the Angels to the Lord
above -"This special child will need
much love.
"Her progress may be very
slow,
"Accomplishment she may
not show.
"And she'll require extra care
"From the folks she meets
down there.
"She may not run or laugh
or play.
'Her thoughts may seem
quite far away.
"So many times she will
be labeled
"'different,''helpless' and disabled.
"So, let's be careful where
she's sent.
"We want her life to be
content.
"Please, Lord, find the parents who
"Will do a special job for
you.
"'They will not realize right
away
"The leading role they are
asked to play.
"But with this child sent
from above
"Comes stronger faith. and
ncher love.
"And soon they'll know the
pnvilege given
-In caring for their gift from
heaven.
"Their precious charge, so
meek and mild
- is heaven's very special
child."
•••

DEAR ABBY: Please help
correct a holiday misnomer
that seems to be growing more
entrenched each year. The reindeer in Clement Moore's "Twas
the Night Before Christmas"
is DONDER, not Donner! The
name continues to be misspoken in TV commercials, so
I'm asking your help. Suggestion: Tell your reaciers to find
a copy and read it to their
kids or grandkids. -- DONDER FAN IN VALLEY
SPRINGS. CALIF.
DEAR DONDER FAN:
That's an excellent suggestion.
I'm in favor of any opportunity parents and grandparents
can create to read to children.
Not only is it an enjoyable
bonding experience, it gives
children an incentive to learn
to read for themselves.
P.S. In case any of you
don't remember the names of
the rest of Santa's reindeer,
they are: Dasher, Dancer,
Prancer. Vixen, Comet, Cupid,
DONDER
and
Blitzen.
(Rudolph was added later.)
».
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.
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I'VE NOTICED A LOT OF TEXTING
AND TWEETING GOING ON DURING
PRESEN"-ATONS
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YOU HAVEN'T BEEN VERY
6000 THIS YEAR YOU KNOW

DEAR DR. GOTT: In May
2008, I woke up with an inflamed
neck and couldn't recali any physical action that might have cau.sed
at. In August, I developed a swelling
in my elbow. which was accomparued by nightly fevers of 100
F to 103 F degrees for a couple
of weeks
A rheum's
toiogist
drained the
elbow twice
A
culture
showed it to
be pseudogout rather
than
the
expected
staph infection. Then, in
September. 1
By
developed a
Dr. Peter Gott back
problem, which
also sane on for no apparent reason. I started taking sulindac. and
the fevers stopped_
My question concerns whether
or not the pseudogout could have
caused my neck and back issues
1 arn a 66-year-old male I have
a fairly extensive background of
exercise and athleuc participation.
DEAR READER: Pseudogout
Is a type of arthritis that 41.1./Cilf,
as sudden, painful swelling of one
or more joints. An episode can
last for days or even weeks.
Attacks are more common in older
adults.
The condition is similar to gout
in that it is triggered by an accumulation of crystals in the joint
lining. Gout is caused by !Irate
cry sta Is, while pseudogout is
caused by calcium pyrophosphate
chhydrate crystals (CPPD). Risk
factors for developing these crystab include age, joint trauma,
genetic
predisposition
and
hemochromatosis. an inherited disorder that causes excess iron to
build up in tissue near Joints and
organs

Dr. Gott
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WHAT ARE YOU

1 Alpine refrain
6 Spook
11 Just bought
13 Stockpiled
14 NE state
15 Santa — winds
16 Pacino and Hirt
17 Silver,
in formulas
18 End of some
URLs
20 Not skimpy
22 Unfo4d, to a poet
23 Autobahn vehicle
25 Sushi fish
26 It runs Of1 runners
27 Host's plea
29 Become wrinkled
31 Spleen
33 — Paulo
34 Ancient (hyph.)
37 Soak up the sun
40 Lingerie items
41 "43 Heavy metal
1

1

NqC)

Contract Bridge
Fast dealer
seemed altogether normal, but not
Both sides vulnerable.
when viewed in the light of what
NORTH
happened at the other table. where
41096
the bidding went:
VI64 3
Esu
Smolt %Vey
North
•10 6 2
Pass
1•
Pass
2•
4K I 6
Pass
Pas<
1)ble
Pass
WEST
EAST
2•
3•
V
Pass
•A K 7
•Q I 8 4 3
3
10 7 2
•K 9
Here. when the bidding died at two
•A.191
•8 4
hearts, West doubled. He realized
•10 7 2
4•A 9 8 4
that his partner was bound to has e
SOUTH
some high cards as well as a single•5 2
ton or doubleton hears given South's
•A Q tt 5
heart bid and North's raise: This in
•K Q 7 5
tum increased the likelihood that
•Q 5 3
Iasi would hold a fise-card sun.
The bidding:
South led the diamond kiln
East
South West
North
against three spades. 1)es:tarter took
Pass
I•
Pass
2•
the ace. played the A-Q of trumps
Opening lead king of spades.
and returned a diamond. South won
If misdeeds and malefactioss with the queen. but there was now no
could be chsided into errors of omis- v.ay to defeat the contract. Making
sion and errors of commission. there three spades Ate: worth 140 poinoi,
is no doubt as to which would be which, addcd to thc result at the other
more noticeable. Failing to do some- table, yielded a 250-point gain.
thing you should have done is not
The villain of the piece Md.`, the
nearly as obtrusive as doing some- West player at the first table, who
thing you should not have done. This was guilty of the sin of omission. He
doesn't alter the fact. though, that adopted too conservative an attliude
errors of omission can prove very when he allowed North-South to
costly.
play the hand unchallenged at im o
Consider this deal from a team hearts. He should have competed
match where. at the first table, South i.e.. "balanced" — with a takeout
became declarer at two hearts and double, as his counterpart did.
fmished with eight tricks for a score Although there was an element srl
of 110 points
nsk in acting at this point, it was far
The bidding and play at this table more risky to pass.
Tomorrow : lest your play

i
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CPR expert
Basilica parts
Dernier -A moon of
Jupiter
50 Deli bread
51 Wish undone
53 Juneau's st
54 Destroyed
by a fire
56 Say by heart
58 Ohio
Amerindians
59 Regions
45
46
48
49

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MOM
00010

DOWN
1 Agave
2 Doing road
shows (2 wds )
3 Fond — Lac
4 NASA
counterpart
5 "Stormy
Weather's singer
6 Mall attraction
7 Vaccine amts
8 Sigh of relief
9 Harvesting

MOO
ERA

12-302009 United Feature Syndicate loc
machne
10 Moved inch by
inch
12 Slangy lady
13 Thickened
skin

J
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60 Oa THROUGH THE MUD SPLASH
LEFT TO THE BOO,60 THROU6H THE
MARSH,PAST THE RivER BOTTOM,
TO THE 6WAMP AND'NE 60AL LINE

MARCIE WE CAN'T
PLAY IF YOU'RE 60IN6
TO OE SARCASTIC!
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Pseudogout is the common term
(and just one feature used fiat a
larger condition known as sales= pyrophosphate deposition disease Other symptoms may include
joint cartilage calcification and
Joint degeneration
There is no way to eliminate
the offending joint crystals. so
'must) treatment is aimed at reducing signs Ttus includes noiisteroidal anti-inflanunatory drugs
(NSAIDsi such as over-the-counter ibuprofen and naproxen or prescription mdomethacin and whitdac (wince you are currently taking) and resting the joint whenever possible This rrught be followed by joint aspiration (to
remove some of the fluid) and
corucosteroid
injections.
Colchicine may be used by those
.who can't tolerate NSAIDs.
Both gout and pseudogout can
affect any joint in the body, but
each typically affects a specific
joint. Gout is most common in
the big toe. whereas pseudogout
is most common in the knee.
Because your neck and back ware
both affected armind the time you
were diagnosed with pseuclogout
of the elbow, it is possible the
disorder was the cause of the
swelling and pain. However. without having had testing when you
experienced symptoms. there is
no way to be sure. Back pain
often comes on suddenly and may
have been caused by lifting something too heavy or moving in an
awkward mariner You may Rot
even have realized that damage was
done until several days later, when
inflammation ard pam appeared.
Should you develop symptoms
in any of your other joints. I recommend you return to your physician aod recluest testing. If they
are caused by pseudogout, you
may be a candidate for preventive treatment, such as low-dose
colchicine daily rather than treatment to alleviate symptoms durtng an attack
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19 RNs' bosses
21 Kind of rally
22 Olsen of
vaudeville
24 Leafy vines
26 Cheers!
28 Old hand
30 City conveyance
32 Married in
haste
34 Hormel competitor
35 Gangster's
gun
36 John —
Passos
38 Min fraction
39 Kung-fu
cousin
40 Ecru
42 Frau's spouse
44 Levees
46 Votes in favor
47 Famous canal
50 .kAA suggestion
52 Environmental
prefix
55 Scale note
57 At home
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Hazel club
encourages
%poem evIrtha I M;11

de.corations

1

By TOM BERRY
Start Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — Hazel
Woman's Club officials are
encouraging local residents to
decorate their homes for the
Chnstnias holiday and take
part in the club's annual home
decoration contest.
Club spokeswoman Nancy
Mieure said this week that
Christmas decorations featured
each year by the Paschall family of State Line Road will not
be in the running in this year's
contest and those that enter
stand a much better chance of
KYSER
LOUGH/
Ledge(
& Times
FIRST THANKSGIVING P4 students at
winning first, second or third
Murray Elementary School visited Holly
Bloodworth's
classroom Tuesday tor a Harvest Feast Museu
place awards
m. Pictured, students interact with the pilgnm
exhibit. Other stations included a Wampanoag
"We've had a lot of people
exhibit and a Mayflower exhibit.
say they don't decorate
because they can't compete
with the Paschal's, but the:.
have agreed to sit it out this
year," Mieure said. "We'll be
making a $75 donation to
Special to the Ledger
As part of each concert event dunng the 2009PADUCAH, Ky. - The Paducah Symphony is
(Murray) Need Line on then
2010 Season. the Symphony will host a "Conebehalf and they are OK with
requesting artwork for display during the upcomART Gallery" in the lobby at the Carson Center
that."
ing 2009-2010 Exhibitions Season. The
for one night (the concert night) only. A Call for
Each year, the Paschall's set
Syinphony's upcoming season will be punctuated
Artwork will be issued for each concert! The
up
more
60,000
than
by extra-musical events, activities, and attracChristmas lights that dance to
deadline for the fourth ConeArt Gallery is Dec.
tions, The Exhibitions concept stems from the
holiday tunes in an effort nt
4. Please see submission guidelines below. This
Sytriphony's desire to partner with and showcase
raise funds for Need Line.
is a great opportunity to present your artwork in
our local "fine" artist friends as well ias make the
However this year those
a unique way to a targeted audience. Future
contextual connection between music and other
entering and winning the annuConc-Art Gallery deadlines will be: Feb. 12,
al contest will be au,,anseai c7s:
relevant arts. like theatre; drama, dance, and the
rviiuch i 2, anci Apni Ili Please call (270) 444550 and $25 first. second and
visual arts.
(1065 for artwork submission deadlines.
third prizes if selected by a
committee chosen to choose
the winners. Participants will
be judged by volunteers that
live outside the Haz,e1 community in iin effort to ensure fairBy DOUG FERGUSON
a statement released Wednesday have to mean
public confesness.
AP Golf Writer
night that she will make a state- sions," he said
THOUSAND OAKS, Calif.
on his Web site.
"Those that win will get a
(AP)-- With a public apology, ment about Uchitel's relation- "I will strive to be a better perfirst place, second place or
ship with Woods.
son and the husband and father
third place snowman put up in
Tiger Woods disclosed his "perIn the last week, Woods has that my family deserve
their yard as well as the prize
sonal failings" and acknowls."
faced intense media scrutiny
money," Mieure said. "We're
The investigation into Woods'
edged he had "not been true to
hoping we'll get a lot of people
my values and the behavior my after a car accident outside his accident ended Tuesday when
home in the middle of the night the Florida Highwa
to participate this year."
family deserves."
y Patrol
and sordid allegations of affairs. issued a $164
For more information concitation for careHe did not mention the allegaIn a 3I7-word statement on his less driving.
cerning the contest, contact a
tions of an affair in Wednesday's
The inspection of
member of the Hazel Woman's
Web site W'ednestlay, Woods his persona
l life is seemingly
statement, saying he would deal
Club.
with "my behavior and personal acknowledged he had "let my just beginning.
(amity down and I regret those
Woods' career -- as a golfer, a
failings" alone with his fatuity.
His appeal for privacy likely transgressions with all of my pitchman and perhaps the most 2 workers fail from roof
hean."
recognized athlete in the world
won't close a shocking saga
area at Cowboys Stadium
The statement followed an Us — has been
involving one of the biggest
largely without
Weekly cover story of a Los blemish since
ARLINGTON,Texas(AP)-names in sport.
he turned pro at
Angeles waitress claiming she age 20.
Officials say two workers at
Rachel Uchitel, a New York
Three of his sponsors — Nike, Cowboys Stadium have been
nightclub hostess who has had a 31 -month affair with the
injured in a fall involving the staworld's No. 1 golfer. Woods' Gatorade and
denied haying an affair with
EA Sports —
dium's roof. The extant of their
words were posted three hours expressed support
Woods, has scheduled a news
or corrunit- injuries
wasn't immediately
after the magazine released a ment to Woods.
Conference with her attorney at
Gillette said it
known.
voice mail — provided by the had no plans
11:30 a.m. PST in Los Angeles.
to change its marArlington Assistant Fire Chief
waitress, laimee Grubbs — that keting
programs.
Last week, the National
AT&T Don Crowson says the two were
Woods left on her phone three declined commen
Enquirer published a story allegt.
working on the top hatch of the
days before he rammed his
In the most critical comment retractable-roof venue around
ing the world's No. I golfer had
Cadillac Escalade into a fire from a player,
been seeing Uchitel and that
7.20 a.m. Thursday' when they
lesper Parnevik
hydrant and tree outside his said he owed
apparently slipped.
an apology to
they recently were together in
Florida hoine.
Woods• wife, Elin, a former
Police spokeswoman Tiara
Melbourne, where Woods com"Personal sins should not Swedish model
Ellis Richard says the workers
peted in the Australian Masters.
who once
require press releases and prob- worked as
fell from an upper roof to a lower
a nanny for the
Attorney Gloria Allred said in
lems within a family shouldn't Parnevik family.
section.

Call for artwork deadline near

Tiger: 'failings' let family down

Ted Turner gets OK for Yel[owstone bison on ranch
By MATTHEW BROWN
Associated Press Writer
BILLINGS. Mont. (API -The head of Montana's wildlife
agency has given preliminary'
approval to a plan calling for 74
bison
from
Yellowstone
National Park to go to billionaire Ted Turner's private ranch.
Officials hope to eventually
use the bison to establish new
herds on public lands. But conservationists see the move as
privatizing Montana wildlife.
The bison have been held in
federal quarantine for the pasi
seveial years to make sure they
don't have the animal disease
bruT
ceulnlo
lesriso
.
ffered to hold them
for five years — the duration of
the quarantine program — in
exchange tor keeping 90 percent of their offspring. That
could amount to about 190 animals to offset his costs.
The U.S. Department o!
Agriculture. which runs the
quarantine in Corwin Springs,
Mont., also opposes the move.
Bison, or buffalo, once numbered in the millions across
North Amenca but were driven
to near extinction.
Turner Enterprises general
manager Russell Miller said Teo
Turner stepped in after Montana
Gov. Brian Schweitzer asked it
he would consider submitting a
proposal for the animals.
Turner wanted to help the
state after prior efforts to relo-

cate the Yellowstone bison had
failed, Miller said.
"I see this as a perfect blend
between conservation for the
public good and pnvatization to
recoup the costs," Miller said.
It would cOst about $480,000
to tend to the animals over the
five years, he said.

Urgent news for people who took
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Many users of the birth eontrel pfll Yar',Yalunin' or
°cella* have
suffered blood clots in the lungs, legs and other areas,
as yell as
strokes, heart attacks, gall bladder problems and even
death If you
or a loved one suffered from any of these problensa cal
us saw toll
free at 1-1100-Thi-LASLZ for a fres omaultatioa.
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the U S.
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BRUSSELS (AP) — Paul
McCartney took hiv 'Meat-Free
Monday
campingn to thc
European
Parliament
on
Thursday. saying the power to
halt global warming lies as
much with Individuals as wath
their governments.
McCartney met an Brussels
with Rajendra K Pachaun,
head of the U.N.'s global climate change panel. and praised
the virtue of skipping meat one
day d week for the sake ot the
environment.
"I grew up as d kid not eating
meat on Fridays," Mck'artney
told reporters. "k was part of
the rules of the school I went to.
At a time of concerns over
global warming. McCartney
added. there are "even more
crucial reason" to skip meat.

The former Beatle and wellknown vegetarian said the production of loud — trom farm to
fork — accounts for 20 to 30
percent of global green house
gas emissions. Livestock production is responsible for
around half of these emissions.
Still, he adtnitted that his
flight from London to Brussels
— and on to Berlin for a concert later Thursday — had contributed to global warming.
"They haven't invented
microphones that work on candle power," he said. "I do
everything I can. If I go for a
car, go for hybrid. I recycle."
Pachauri
lauded
McCartney's initiative. saying
it "certainly makes the tasks of
governments so much easier."

SEND US
YOUR WINTER
PHOTOS!
When you
submit photographs for

"Scene in the Community"
please include the event, the date, place,
organization or group, as well as the
name of everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number of photographs
will appear because of space. There is
no guanintee a submission will be published. No photos over 2 months old
will be published.
Natal photos: They may be submitted to
composing@murrayledger.com in a JPEG
format.
Net photos: May be dropped off at the
Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave., or
mailed
to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

apomper Your Pet"

tattoo
'Attie St.• Murray, KY 42071 a (270)753 7522
p m • Sat 10 a.m 2 p.m.
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GET NEWS TO US
FAST AND EASY!
Direct items to these departments:
Arts .
Business
Community
Datebook
Education
Farm / Ag
Forum
Health
Letters
Obituaries
Outdoors
Scenes
Seniors
Sports
Worship

hteague@murreyledger.corn
kloughgmurrayledgercorn
Joturkeentltmurreyledger.com
Jo burkeenOmurrayledger corn
klough&nurrayledgercom
hteague@murrayledgercom
tberry@m urrayledger com
hteague@murrayiedger corn
ed ito ram urrayledgercom
jo.burkeerig,rnurrayledger corn
sports@m Urrayiedger.com
comFoosligarnurrayledger.com
Jo.burkeenarnurrayledger.com
sportsarnurrayledgercom
Jo.buritioen@nturrayledger.com

LOUR&TIMES

Bettye Grogan
will be signing her newest book:

That Little Voice
Saturday, December 5th, 2009
2:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Oaf

Hem: Mos.-Pct.9

Paul McCartney takes Meat-Free Mondays to EU

